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Monetary policy involves the manipulation of

money and credit by the central Bank in order to effect

certain macroeconomic results on the economy. The most

important of these are: the leveI of income and,

employment, the general level of, prices, and the foreign

exchange value of the currency. Discretionary use of

monetary policy allows the particular emphasis placed by

the authorities on final policy objectives to determine

appropriate monetary and credit conditions. A rulesr or

money supply target . approach to policyr , does not. It

constrains the use of the. money supply as a policy

variable to a constant growth rate which approximates real

economic arowth. Stabilization policies which r'estrain or

stirnulate growth in income and employment, therelore, only

occur as a result of actual growth in the money supply

being above or below the targeted range. Interest rates

will reflect the monetary conditions and so therefore will
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the exchange rate insofar as the particular rate structure

induces capital flows

When in Iate I975 the Bank of Canada expressed

its policy stance in terms of a monetary growth target, it

implied not only a conceptual shift but. a change in

emphasis on final policy objectives. The former

discretionary framework had allowed exchange rate

objectives to dominate the formulation of policy. The

official intent of monetary policy ín prior years hTas to

stabiLize the economy by prompting contra-cyc1ical changes

in credit conditions. However, following the floating of

the Canadian do11ar and ensuing pressure on it to further

appreciate, appropriate credit conditions vrere determined

by endeavors of the authorities to keep the Canadian

dollar within close parity to the united States dollar.

Policy thereby incurred rapid rates of expansion in all

definitions of the money supply. The counterpart to the

expansiveness of Canadian monetary policy in the early

seventies, in conjunction with other inflationary

pressures which emerged internationally' was the

increasing incidence of domestic inflation. In

consequence, rising Canadian interest rates over L973 and

Lgl 4 reflected the incorporation of an inflationary

premium rather than decisive restraint on the part of the

monetary authority. Vfithin the inflationary environment
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credit market conditions were unreliable indicators for

policy direction and as the problems associated with price

inflation became more apparent, the Bank of Canada opted

for stable monetary expansion in order to secure

contra-cyclical changes in credit conditions.

The adoption of a monetary target strategy

irnplied that exchange rate priorities would no longer

determine the direction of monetary policy in Canada.

Interest rates would reflect domestic economic conditions

and could be expected to move in a direction opposite to

rates in the United States should there arise dissimilar

Ievels of economic activity in the two countries.

Monetary policy, therefore' would be entirely devoted to

the domestic situation and independent of balance of

payments considerations which had permeated previous

pol ícy.

This thesis attempts to evaluate the extent to

which this, in fact, did occur. It, therefore, examines

how policy reflected the particular weights placed on

final objectives within the two alternative approaches to

Canadian monetary policy subsequent to the floating of the

dollar in 1970. It concludes that in the latter period

exchange rate objectives htere temporarily subordinated.

Until 1978, policy htas in strict accord with the intent of
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the ner,ir strategy. Monetary targets were determined by the

objective of controlling inflation and policy was directed

to the achievement of targets. This required 'Canadian

interest rates to move in opposite directions from rates

in the United States from Lg75 through L977, with the

result that the Canadian dollar initially appreciated and

then depreciated in terms of the United States dollar.

The extent of depreciation over L977 ultinately resulted

in import costs being the largest contributing factor to

price inflation in Canada. The Bank therefore reinstated

the exchange rate as a doninant objective of Canadian

monetary policy and ín so doing implied the limitations on

Canada conducting an entirely independent monetary policy

for long.

Chapter one describes the previous discretionary

approach to policy: Section T- | the conceptual frameworki

Sections II and ïII, the implementation of policy from

1970 to L975; Section IV, the specific failure of that

strategy. Chapter two summarizes selected theoretical

literature on implementing a monetary target strategy.

Chapter three examines the Bank of Canada's specific

adaptation of a monetary target strategy: Section L, the

technical underpinning; Sections II and III, the

implementation and impact of poticy from L975 through

L978; Section IV, the consistency between policy intent
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and performance.

Bank pronouncements in the Annual Reports and

statistical data publishe,il in the Monthly Reviews 
,.,.,,.,.

essentially are the means used to analyse and interpret ':t.:::

the intent, implementation and impact of policy in the two

per iods

r :::ììj'f::



CHAPTER ONE

CREDIT MARKET CONDITIONS STRATEGY
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of Canada's adoption in late L975 of a

target signified, at leastr âD

some relationship between inflation and

expansion and, at mostr âh indictment

credit market aPProach to PolicY

A credit market conditions approach to monetary

policy presumes that changes in credit conditions

influence the spending decisions of consumers and

investors and thereby output, employment and prices.

Furthermore, a differential between domestic and

international credit conditions can be expected to affect

capital flows and therefore exert upward or downward

pressure on the exchange rate. The behavior of final

policy targets therefore engenders discretionary action by

the central Bank to impact upon domestic credit

conditions. Methods in implementing policy may directly

affect: the cash reserve positions of the chartered

banks; the leve} and structure of interest ratesi or the

availability of credit. More control over the money

supply is implied when policy relies on cash reserve

management and more control over interest rates with use

of the other methods. Appropriate credit conditions and

i::
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determined by

final targets.
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implementing such conditions

the central Bank's particular
are thereby

emphasis on
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I. TARGETS OF POLICY

Final Targets: Financial Stability; Economic

S tabi I i zati on; External Balance

The Bank of Canada's submission to the Porter

Commission, in the mid sixties stated the final policy

objectives of Èhe Bank of Canada to be in accord with

those of national economic policy, namely'

" ' . . . sustained economic growth at high levels
of employment and efficiency, internal price
stability, and the maintenance of a sound
external position.. .. t".I

That these did not always require the same dÍrection and

degree of policy was implicit in former Governor Louis

Rasminskyt s observation:

"'...to the extent that there is difficulty
in attaining all of these goals at the same
time there is some difference of opinion as
to the respective weight that should be
attached to them . t '12

The Bank of Canadar s apparent perception of final

objectives and the respective weight designated them in

policy formutation has been detailed in a study by Pierre

Fortin of the 1962 - L973 period.3 Fortin's sources

v¡ere the Bank's Annual Reports, monthly reviews and

official statements. His conclusion concurred with a

widely accepted view that among the Bank's proximate

final targets of financial stability, economic
f,: .::i:

;: :.¡j. -
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stabilization and external balance the external balance

objective dominated the formulation of poticy during the

period in question.

Fortin suggested the Bank maintained stability

and efficiency in financial markets consistent with other

final objectives. The tendency htas therefore to

accommodate shifts in the excess demand for credit in

order to stabilize interest rates at levels consistent

with the internal and external situation. This fostered

an accommodating approach to cash reserve management,

rationalized defensive operat,ions to avoid abrupt changes

in credit market conditions of an inappropriate nature,

and prescribed financing government borrowing requirements

in a manner non-disruptive to the market,.4

The Bankrs economic stabitization objective was

perceived to be the intertemporal maximization of

employment prospects at minimum inflation and evolved from

the Bank's aims regarding full employment and price

stability.5 These rtrere not considered mutually

exclusive goats but rather employment secured by

inftationary policies vras thought to be at the cost of

future employment. There is no consist,ent agreement on a

target figure for the fu11-employment unemployment rate

and committment to a zero degree of inf lation \4tas



qualified subsequent to 1965

in the United States. From

stress the limitations of

policies and suggest:

1I

with the advent of inflation

that time, the Bank began to

Canadian anti-inflationary

"' .. .objectives in this country should

be to do as well as the United States and

perhaps a Iittle better."'6

According to Fortin, the economic indicators used

by the Bank to reflect the necessity of stabilization

measures in tighter or easier credit conditions \^¡ere

measures of capacity utilization and of cost and price

inftation. In addition, projecLions were made for the

future impact on the economy of such factors as fiscal
policy, exports, an¿i foreign prices. However time lags

between enactment and impact of policy in addit,ion to the

usual uncertainties regarding forecasts generally decreed

that monetary policy for stabilization purposes be

gradualist in its approach.T

The objective of external balance was defined

under Governor Rasminsky as: a progressive reduction in

the current account deficit of the Canadian balance of

international payments; the maintenance of a stable

exchange rate at an appropriate level; a level of foreign
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exchange reserves which could absorb the short-run

fluctuation in the flows of international receipts and

paymentsi and the adequate financing of the current

account deficit by net capital imports, with the inflow of

short term capital playing only a modest role.8 In

Fortonrs view, however, with the current account position

more a datum than a controllable variable and an official

or self-imposed commitment to exchange rate parity the

Bankrs objective in external balance was essentially to

establish a relative structure of Canadian interest rates

conducive to attracting a net inflow of capital sufficient

to maintain the proper balance between demand and supply

forces in the foreign exchange market. In addition there

vras a tendency to depart from the usual "gradualist"
guideline in monetary policy if exchange rate conditions

required it. 9

fntermediate Targets: Cost and Availability
Of Credit

The intermediate objectives of the Bank of

Canada's credit market approach to policy l^lere

"appropriate credit conditions"

availability of credit. Credit conditions referred to:

"'...the whole range of terms and conditions
affecting borrowing and lending and the
purchase and sale of financial assets: the
level and structure of securities, Prices

t: -': .

l.::;--,-,
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and yields, institutional lending and
deposit rates, and the various requirements
(over and above the payment of a certain
rate of interest) which lenders require of
borrowers as a condition of making funds
available... r''I0

The indicators used by the Bank of Canada to reflect

credit co.ndit,ions were nominal interest rates and

chartered bank tiquidity as indicated by either the

Canadian Liquid. Asset or Free Liquid Asset Ratios.lI

Available policy instruments are those which

impact on the total amount of chartered bank reserves

open market operations, shifts of government deposits, and

foreign currency assets and others which regulate the

availability of credit the variable secondary reserve

ratio and moral suasion. Open market purchases of

government securities by the Bank of Canada increase

reserves and sales decrease reserves. Government deposits

at the chartered banks are normally used to neutralize the

impact of government spending but if not offset by the

Bank of Canada can be used to increase or decrease

chartered bank reserves. Changes in foreign exchange can

impact on reserVes to the extent they become government

deposits. The secondary reserve ratio is used to release

or impound bank Iiquidity and moral suasion, to direct

credit to or from certain sectors. The Bank Rate is

largely used to signal changes in rates that have already
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taken place or the intent of poticy. It is tied only very

loosely to interest rates in setting the rate at which

chartered banks or recognized money dealers can borrow

from the central bank. Chartered bank borrowing is

minimal and the dealers may borrow at L/4 of 18 above the

average treasury bill rate at the latest weekly tender,

subject to a minimum rate of the Bank Rate minus 3/4 of LZ

and a maximum of the Bank Rate plus L/2 of 18.

Instruments which do not impact on securiÈies

markets and thereby directly on interest rates are:

transfers of government deposits, foreign currency swaps

with the Exchange Fund Account, changes in the secondary

reserve ratio and moral suasion.

Operative Dynamic

From his particular study, Pierre Fortin

concluded the Bank of Canadars modus operandi during Èhe

sixties and early seventies to have evolved from an

interest rate rule wherein: the interest rate level

suitable to the current economic situation was actively

established; the desired interest rate level was defended

against any change in the market which would tend to push

it off target; external considerations had the greatest

weight in determining the desired interest rate

l:.:rt..:"

I:.
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level.12 Thomas Courchene I s analysis of Canadian

Monetary Policy over the L970 L975 period essentially

agreed with this view.13 Courchene concluded that Bank

policy, subsequent to the floating of the Canadian dollar

in May 1970, \âras unduly expansionary in order to avert

further exchange rate appreciation.

Operations by the Bank of Canada, from L970 to

L975 would seem to indicate that monetary policy l^tas

directed to ensure interest rates conducive to external

considerations while chartered bank liquidity was

controlled for internal considerations. Bank operations

were largely designated to the quick realignment of

Canadian interest rates with those of the United States,

in order to avert international capital movements with

destabilizing effects on the exchange rate. This was

reinforced in the chartered banking system by moral

suasion in addition to induced liquidity, initially, and

illiquidity subsequently. Both nominal interest rates and

chartered bank liquidity thereby reflected credit

conditions engendered by the objective of maintaining the

Canadian dollar within close parity to that of the U.S.

j--: .1

t.:.'.1: ..:i ,: '. -:.: '
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ïI. MONETARY POLICY:
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POST FLOAT T97O L974

In the years 1970 and L97L the Bankrs internal

and external final targets both required expansionary

monetary policy. Subsequently, the external target of

maintaining the exchange rate necessitated expansionary

policies whereas the internal situation prescribed

restraint. The precise timing of change in the internal

situation is open to controversy. The Bank noted it in

1973.

The unpegging of the Canadian dollar in June 1-970

coincided with a strong recessionary period in Canada and

the rest of the worId. The dollar rapidly appreciated

from the fixed parity of ç.925 to the $.gl $.99 range in

U. S. dollars and there was obviously very real limits to

which it could be allowed to further appreciate.

Awareness of this and policy intentions were explicit in

the Bank of Canadars L970 Annual Report:

"The exchange rate is a very important
price in a country that trades with the
outside world on the scale that Canada
does: changes in it have important effects
on the level and nature of economic activity
in Canadar pârticularly on the position of
industries that export and that compete with
imports. It is not therefore possible to
ignõre it, even when it floats. Public
financial management must continue to be
concerned thaL the exchange rate broadly
suitable to the development of Canadar s
international trade and compatible with the
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desired structure of our balance of
payments, in particular the size of the
balance on current accounts. It is
therefore still necessary to seek a mix of
fiscal and monetary policy which encourages
Ievels of interest rates in Canada that are
consistent with the exchange rates staying
within the suitable range."14

As a consequence of recovery in domestic and international

demand, real G.N.P. rose from 2.52 growth rate in L97O to

5.88 in L97L, to 6Z in L972, to just under 7Z in L973. In

1-974, a downturn in international demand not only preceded

the economic slowdown in Canada, but was more Severe.

There was strong upward pressure on the Canadian

dollar during much of the L97O-L974 period. This was due

to strong trade accounts in 1970 and L}Tl- as well as

international currency imbalances resulting from the large

deficit position of the United States balance of

payments. Further pressure on the Canadian currency Ì4tas

exerted by the OPEC oil price increases of late L973, in

that Canada \^ras initially perceived to be essentially

self-sufficient in petroleum.

PoIicy Implementation

There are two ways in which a central bank

effect a particular exchange rate by intervening in

can

the
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foreign exchange market and in directing monetary policy

to ensure appropriate domestic interest rate levels

relative to the rest of the world. Given an exchange rate

commitment to near parity with the United States dollar'

upward pressure on the Canadian dollar subsequent to its

float in May J'970 decreed extensive purchases of foreign

exchange and expansionary monetary policy. Coincident

with the unpegging of the Canadian dollar, the Bank Rate

was decreased to 7Z and therefore indicated the intent of

policy. It râras further lowered in successive sÈages to 4

3/42 at the end of l97L and remained at that level until

the first quarter of L973. There also ensued large

acquisitions of foreign exchange. As the Governor of the

Bank of Canada stated in the L97L Annual Report:

".It was the case in L970 and to a lesser
extent in L97L that the surplus on current
account implied the need for an offsetting
net export of capital, or an increase in
exchange reservesr or a rise in the level of
the Canadian do1lar in the exchange market.
In the event, the accommodation to our
changed external situation included all
three elements. The value of the Canadian
dollar rose and we added to our foreign
reserves, but a large part of the adjustment
was accomplished by a shift in our
international capital movement....the
adjustment in our inÈernational capital
account \^¡as assisted by the relatively easy
credit conditions encouraged by Bank of
Canada policies."16
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In fact, in order to avert further exchange rate

appreciation Bank policies maintained interest rates

relative to U. S. rates which lowered the cost of credit

appreciably and encouraged easy credit conditions during

the entire period. Other than limiting the availability

of liquid assets to chartered banks in the form of
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Treasury Bills and Government securities, policy did not

indicate restraint despite statements of such in L973 and

L97 4. The Bank lrtas a net purchaser of secur i ties in the

market in all years; the rate of net purchase increased

some 400 percent in I97L. Financing operations undertaken

for the government sourced the major proporti.on of debt

with the chartered banks in L970 and the general public in

L97L and L972. The latter entirely represented holdings

in Canada Savings Bonds. After a decline in 1973' C.S.B.

holdings again represented the major source of funds in

L974. Chartered bank liquidity as reflected in the ratios

of Canadian Liquid Assets and Free Liquid Assets rose in

L970 and L97L and declined substantiatly thereafter.

In L970, the Bank of Canadars stated policy to

reserves hTas that of restraint in Julyr easement in August

and restraint from nid November to the end of the

year. 17 The chartered banks were allowed to fund the

major portion of increased government financial

requirements. The banks htere a ready market for such

securities in that the secondary reserve requirements has

been raised in mid May and the quiescent state of the

economy did not engender large private demands for

credit. Marketable securities to the general public would

have entailed higher interest rates than the Bank wished

to incur.18 In addition, moral suasion hras exerted to
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limit interest rates paid by the banks on large Canadian

dollar deposits. 19

In early February, L97L, the Bank resumed a

stated accommodative approach to chartered bank reserves

until the second quarter when interest rates in the United

States moved upward. In August' U. S. policies caused a

reversal in the upward trend there whereupon the Bank of

Canada again stat,ed an accommodative stance. 20

Reliance on chartered bank financing of Government

requirements hTas largely replaced by a Canada Savings Bond

issue to the general public. This enabled a sharp

reduction in Treasury Bill issues beginning in

November.2l RestricLion in the availability of liquid

assets to chartered banks followed upon revival of

economic activity and the resumption of strong private

credit demands. The banks' requirements for liquid assets

to support their increased acquisitions of Iess liquid

assets thereby ensured a captive market for future

Treasury BilI issues of low yields. Upward. Pressure on

interest rates incurred by the reduction in chartered bank

holdings of liquid assets was moderated by large purchases

of securities by the Bank of Canada.22 In addition, the

secondary reserve ratio \^7as lowered to 8.58 ef f ective

December 197I and 8S effective January Lg72.
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The Bank of Canada continued actively in the

market until well into the summer of I972, in order to

moderate rises in Canadian short term rates that exceeded

U. S. levels. 23 The conbination of low liquid asset

ratios and strong credit demands had provoked the

chartered banks to bid up rates paid on large short term

deposits in order to satisfy credit demands. The Bank

ultimately had to resort to control by moral suasion in

the Winnipeg Agreement of June L2 which limited rates paid

on these deposits. The Bank also increased its net

holdings of foreign currency assets by S191 million.

These largely reflected slrrap t.ransactions with the

Exchange Fund Account and were used in the management 
'of

char tered bank reserrres . 24

' As interest rates in Lhe United States turned

upward in L973, the Bank Rate in Canada was raised five

times during the year to 7 I/Ae". The stated intention of

the Bankrs management of chartered bank cash reserves was

to moderate the upward movement of rates rather tÈan stop

it.25 The Bank was active in the securities market

throughout the year buying short and medium term issues.

In addition, slrrap transactions with the Exchange Fund

Account l^tere again used to províde for the large increases

in the amount of notes in circulation and in the required

cash reserves of the chartered banks.26

|:,:.:1:
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rn L974, the Bank Rate was raised from 7 L/43 to

e L/4% on April 15, to 8 3/48 on May 13 and 9 L/42 on JuIy

24. It remained at that level until November 18 when it

\^las reduced to g L/ 42.27 Canadian interest rates

followed the lead in

U. S. rates. The Bank purchased both short and medium

term Government of Canada Bonds in order to moderate

rapidly rising rates in March and early April and sold

bonds in October and November to temper t,he excessive

downward movement in rates.28 The stated aim of cash

management policy was " . . . to offer resistance to the

strong credit demands and to moderate the rate of monetary

growth ."29 Neither v¡as accomplished.

t.
I

i:::.ì
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III. IMPACT OF POLTCY

Intermediate Targets

TABLE III
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Initially, Bank policy substantially reduced the

cost of credit and actively encouraged its availability.

From late L97L, however, liquid assets made available to

the, chartered banks were sharply curtailed. Policy

therefore constrained liquid asset ratios and implied the

intent of discouraging growth in chartered bank loans

while rnaintaining the low cost of credit. As indicated in

the above tab1e, nominal short term interest rates
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followed the direction of U. S. rates' generally at a

slightly lower leve}. The differential widened in L973.

Long term rates remained higher than those of the United

states with a larger spread in L974. Despite large

increases in credit demanded by aII sectors and decreasing

liquid asset ratios within the chartered banking system,

there was no major sustained rise in interest rate levels

until L973. In L973 and L974, there vras a move to

restraint insofar as Bank policy further constrained

chartered bank liquidity and allowed nominal rates to rise

considerably,
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In spite of the move to restraint, financial

requirements of all sectors in the economy continued to

increase and furthermore, be satisfied. Total funds

borrowed by non-financial business, consumersr mortgagors

and governments rose from approximately $9.8 billion in

1970 ro $14.8 billion in L97L, $15.4 billion in L9721

$20.2 billion in Lg73 and to $28.5 billion in L974. The

credit demands of at1 sectors were largely accommodated in

Canada. Funds obtained domestically represented well over

eighty percent of total funds raised from L970 to L972 and

rose to over ninety percent. in L973 and eighty-eight'

percent in L974. This was reflected in extensive growth

in all chartered bank assets despite declining liquid

asset. raÈios.,, 
"
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The continued supply of credit reflected a

decline, over the period, in desireable liquid asset

ratios which was due in large part to more sophisticated

liability management on the part of the banks. In

addition Courchene has suggested the tolerable Iiquid

asset ratio to be a chartered bank policy variable

dependent on: the level and structure of interest rates;

the composition of maturity structure of bank tiabilities;

composition of liquid assets and the composition of less_,

liquid assets.30 Dur ing the period, the maturity

structure of bank liabilities was lengthened in that fixed

term and notice deposits rose relative to demand

deposits. Furthermore the growing incidence of mortgage

loans and associated monthly payments rendered less

liquid assets more liquid.

The continued demand for credit tikely reflected

the state of economic activity and the low real cost of

credit. Although by late L973 and L974 the level of

nominal interst rates was high, real rates were very low.
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Fina1 Targets

TABLE VI
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PoIicy stimulated the components of domestic

demand and, in keeping the exchange rate from further
appreciating, aided external demand. Growth in nominal

GNE accellerated from a rat,e of approximately 7Z in 1970

to over 108 in 1971, 1I8 in L972, L78 in L973 and 198 in

L974. This reflected high rates of consumer expenditure

in aII years following 1970 and in business fixed capital
formation during L973 and L974. After registering a

marked slowdown in L97L, external demand picked
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up in L972 and accelerated sharply over L973 and L974.
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The dollar was maintained well within a 2Z band

of the u. s. dollar during most of the period. The

Canadian currency however depreciated considerably

relative to other ma jor currencies which r{7ere allowed to

float from late Lg72 to mid 1973.31
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Following the major oil price increases in December 1973,

substantial capital inflows contributed to a steady

appreciation against most currencies. The Canadian dollar

reached a fourteen year high in April of Lg74 at $1.04 U.

S. In the second and third quarters, capital inflows

subsided and the increased deficit on current account

reflective of the much less pronounced economic decline in

Canada relative to other major countries engendered a

steady fall in the exchange rate. This was tempered in

the fourth quarter by a substantial rise in\ external

borrowing. In L974 therefore, fluctuation in the exLernal

value of the Canadian doÏlar l^las much greater than in

previous years. This reflected a divergence in the

performance of the Canadian economy relative to other

major industrialized countries and a disadvantageous

change in the Canadian terms of trade. Moreover,

accelerating wage and price increases relative to the rest

of the world implied the continuation of large current

account deficits and future problems in external balance.

Distortions in financial markets were incurred in

L972. Reflecting the expansionary phase of economic

activity and the low relative cost of credit, loan demand

increased during a time of low relative liquidity in the

chartered banking system. The C.L.A. and F.L.A. ratios

had consistently declined from mid L97L and the policy of

.. Ì:'-í
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providing no new net issues of treasury bills was being

continued. In addition, the financing of the cash deficit

\âras accomplished by drawing down government deposits at

the chartered banks. The banks consequently, vigorously

bid for large term deposits in order to meet loan

demands. This ultimately resulted in interest rates

offered on term deposits being above the prime lending

rate, and substantial erosion of the commercial paper

market by the chartered banks. These dist,ortions were

arrested by the enactment of the füinnipeg agreement in

June I Lg72 which limited the rates of interest offered on

deposits of a $1001000.00 or more for terms up to 364 days

to a maximum of 5-L/22.32

PoIicy was accompanied by the increasing

incidence of inflation and a decreasing unemployment

rate. As indicated in Tab1e VI, the rate of change in

unemployment went from 5.72 in L970, to 6.22 ín L97L and

L972, down to 5.6S in L973 and 5.48 in L974. The annual

rate of change in the Consumers Price Index climbed from

2.92 in L97L to 10.9å in L974 . There was possibly'

therefore, some short run trade-off exhibited between

inflation and unemployment but it entailed high rates of

price increases to secure an appreciable drop in the

unemployment rate.

!,: :
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Chartered Bank Reserves and Money Supply

As indicated in Table VI, the corollary of Bank

policy in maintaining interest rates conducive to near

exchange rate parity with the United States vTas the

expansion of all definitions of the money supply.

If deficit financing is accomplished in selling

bonds to the non bank public with no new creation of

reserves the effect is to generally tighten the money

marþet and raise interest rates. If, however, the deficit

is financed through a creation of additional reserves by

the central bank, there will be no tightening of the money

market. Government financial operations undertaken by the

Bank of Canada during the L970-1974 period substantially

increased purchases of Canada Savings Bonds by the public

and acquisitions of Government securities by the Bank of

Canada and the chartered banks. The public's holdings of

Government securities other than Canada Savings Bonds

consistently declined. Purchases of securities by the

Bank of Canada represented definite increases in chartered

bank reserves and monetization of debt.

chartered bank purchase of Government debt from

the central Bank normally inplies at least some temporary

contraction in bank supply of credit insofar as these

purchases result in Iess reserves. Sizeable purchases in
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L97O and L97I by the chartered banks were not accompanied

by restriction in the supply of credit. Courchene

contends the Bank of Canada with the use of Government

deposits had an accommodative approach which ensured

that chartered bank bond purchases not result in losses of

cash reserves.33 In the Annual Reports, the Bank

frequently sÈated an accomodative stance to reserve

management and relative to the average level of $812

million in the seven previous years Government deposits

increased appreciably.34 The leve1 of Government

deposits at the chartered banks rose from çL,257 million

in L970 to ç2,239 milIion, ç2t407 million, ç2,36L million

and $4,682 million in the subsequent four years. 35

They reflected not only proceeds from the C.S.B. campaigns

but also outstanding foreign exchange slrraps with the

Exchange Fund. The latter almost doubled in L971- and

again in 1973.36 The rising incidence of government

deposits undoubtedly aided the banks in satisfying large

demands for credit and moreover coincided with a period in

which the banks were apparently content to allow liquid

asset ratios to decline.
f;',.:i..
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rv. FAILURE OF THE CREDIT MARKET CONDITIONS STRATEGY

The failure of the credit market conditions

strategy, in implementing policy l^tas in not enacting

restraint on the Canadian economy when the stated

intention of policy after l-972 was restraint. Credit

market conditions, however, did not essentially reflect

the direction of policy but rather were the result of

policy with regard to the exchange rate objective.

Technical Underpinning of the Credit Market Conditions

Strategy

The econometric model of the Canadian economy

that the Bank of Canada uses to explain the major

components of aggregate demand and supply and to assess

the impact of fiscal and monetary policies is the

RDX2.37 The central variable is constant dollar

business produbt which is defined as the sum of personal

consumption, business investment, residential

construction, government non-wage expenditure and net

exports. Personal consumption is explained principalty by

a permanent income hypothesis, in addition to private

sector wealth and government transfers to persons. The

i::r..::::;
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factor cost governing decisions by entrepreneurs to

produce more output are the expected costs of labour and

physical capital. The cost of physical capital is

comprised of the real (inflation adjusted) cost of

financing acquisitions of capital, the corporate tax rate

and the rate of depreciation allowable f.or tax purposes.

Residential construction is linked to mortgage approvals

which are regarded as being dependent on prevailing

interest rates and on the size of the financial sector

which in turn depends on the f low of nevit savings into

financial institutions. Demand for Canadian export is

explained by the Ievel of activity in foreign economies

and by the ratio between Canadian export prices and the

prices of foreign produced equivalent goods. Import

demand is explained by the leve1 of spending in the

various expenditure catagories as well as by the ratio of

domestic prices to import prices and the level of capacity

utilization in the domestic economy. The diverse nature

of the major catagories of government expenditure doesnr t

permit a simple unified explanation. However, the

difference between government expenditure and receipts is

the financing requirement of the government sector which

must be met by the issue of new government debt.

The financial sector is constructed around the

balance sheets of the major financial institutions in the

i:.:
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economy. The liabilities of these institutions are

explained as part of a portfolio model that reflects the

public's preferred holdings in terms of wealth, income

and relative rates of return of all najor liquid

financial assets. These liabilities, along with the

public's holdings in currency, constitute the various

definitions of the money supply.

Short term int,erest rates ar9 determined in the

model by a function that represents the response of the

monetary authorities to economic development; where the

authorities are conducting policy. in terms of specified

monetary targets the short term interest rate is

determined as a consequence of actions taken by the

central Bank to keep the money supply within the target

range. The long term interest rates are based on a term

structure relationship with Canadian short teim rates and

are also influenced by U.S. long term rates. The real

supply price of capital is defined as the inflation

adjusted rate of return necessary to induce financial

investors to purchase the debt on equity associated with

new investment.

International capital flows are influenced by the

relative rates of return in Canada and the United States

in addition to the wealth of borrowers and lenders in the

¡.:l- :
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U.S. and Canada of which the outstanding amount of

borrowers' debtsr principally Canadian, and the stock of

lendersr assets, principally U.S., are the dominant

elements. The exchange rate is regarded as the price that

clears the balance of payment once all speculative capital

flows have stabilized. The determinants in the exchange

rate equation include the basic balance of paymentsr âî

expectations variable to reflect leads and lags and

elements involved in portfolio choices (the difference

between Canadian and U.S. short term interest rates,

stocks of assets and liabilities, the wealth of Canadian

and U.S. borrowers and lenders, and expectations about the

future rate of exchange) underlining the implicit equation

for short term capital flows.

The basic view of price formation ii RDx2 is that

prices are set by applying a mark up on the anticipated

unit cost of labour uld capital. In addition, import

prices, level of capacity utilization and the magnitude of

unintended inventory holdings also play a role in

determining prices. Wages in the private sector are

determined according to the theory that over the long run

workers bargain for and obtain a real !üage that rises with

the trend rate of growth in productivity. In the short

runs the impact of unanticipated inflation and/or slack

labour market conditions may prevent the attainment of I ..:.'

¡l:rl-.
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real wage targets; an unexpected decrease in the rate of

inflation or tight labour market conditions may result in

negotiated wages that temporarily exceed the real wage

target.

A graphical illustration of the model can be

depicted by the Hicks Hansen ISLIÍ income expenditure model

in which interest rates are the perceived transmission

mechanism of monetary policy on the economic system. The

IS curve represents at1 points where aggregate demand for

real goods equals total quantity produced. The LM curve

represents all points at which the demand for money equals

the supply. The balance of payments schedule of an

economy is incorporated into the model with a BP curve

which represents aII points at which the current account

surplus 
!"t 

deficit) equals the net capital outflow (or

inflow). Therefore, ât the current exchange rate, the

demand for foreign currency equals the supply.

The particutar shapes of t,he curves are der ived

from the underlying assumpiions determining them.

Savings, investment and import functions essentially

determine the IS curve while demand and supply for money

functions determine the LM curve. The export and import

functions (current account,) together with the domestic

investment demand for foreign currency and the foreign

': -::::..;:. t::'.
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investment demand for domestic currency (capital account)

determine the BP curve. The IS curve is conceived to be

flatter the smaller the propensity to import, the larger

the propensity to consume, and the more responsive

investment is to the interest rate. The LM curve is

conceived to be flatter the more responsive the demand for

money is to the interest rate, the smaller the propensity

to import and the more interest responsive international

capital flows, the flatter the BP curve. Points of

simultaneous internal and external balance are achieved,

under fixed exchange rate systems, when the money supply

is allowed to respond to short term capital flows thereby

moving the LM curve to the intersection of the BP and IS

curves. With flexible exchange rates, the BP and IS

curves move until their intersection occurs along the LM

curve. The latter system implies the domestic currency

appreciates or depreciates in Èerms of foreign currency

according to supply and demand forces in ti" international

market. 38

The LM curve is depicted in Figure 1-1. The

demand for real balances is in the southeast quadrant and

the demand for speculative or transactions balances is in

the northwest quadrant. The supply of real balances is in

the southwest quadrant. The LM curve shifts outward

causing a lower rate of interest to be associated with a

given level of income if the supply of real balances is
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The IS curve is depicted in Figure I-2. The savings, tax

and import functions are depicted in the southeast

quadrant and the investment,, government expenditure and

export functions in the northwest quadrant. The IS curve

shifts outward causing a higher level of income to be

associated with any given interest rate if, at any given

income 1eveI, êither savings, taxes or imports are reduced

ott at_any given interest rate, the level of investment,

government expenditure or exports is increased.

t::- t.
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The BP curve is depicted

southeast quadrant and

quadrant. The BP curve

x-rt

FIGURE 1-3

in Figure 1-3. Net

net capital outflow
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rate-national income which equate net capital outflow to

net exports. If the IS and LM curves intersect above the

BP curver âs in Figure 1-3, this implies a current account

surplus and for simultaneous external and internal balance

either the currency must appreciate (BPo moves to Bpt)

or expansionary monetary policy must promote lower

interest rates to induce Iess capital ínflow or more net

capital outflow (LM curve shifts from LMO to LM1)

Effects of Expansionary Policy

The exposition in the previous sections of this

chapter suggests that, following the 1970 appreciation of

the Canadian dollar, further appreciation was averted by

expansionary monetary policy. The official aim of such

policy in L970 and L97I was expansion. As sLated

previously, the chartered banks were encouraged to fund

the major portion of Government financial requirements in

l-gTO and the level of Government deposits at the banks

rose considerably over the 1-970 L97L period. Within the

ISLM model, this inplies as there is no reason to

suspect any structural shifts in demand for money at the

time that, the substantial reductions in short term

interest rates over the period L970¿4 to L97Lz4, reflected

a shífting of the LM curve (as in Figure 1-1) from an

increased supply of reaÌ balances. This hras accompanied

OF MÁNffOÐA

!8nan¡es
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by a shifting Is curve that was likely a result of both

effects depicted in Figure L-2. The corollary of lower

interest rates is all other things remaining equal a

reduction in the level of savings at any given level of

income (due to an increase in real net worth).

Furthermore, the exogenous increase in exports of the

early seventies likely shifted the i + I + x

Therefore, the IS and LM curves conceivably shifted

outward as in Figure 1-3 thus preventing the current

account surpluses of L970 and 197I together with the

foreign demand for Canadian dollars from incurring a

furLher appreciation of the domestic currency (BP curve

rising). Consequently, GNE in constant ]-97l- dollars rose

from $88,390 million in 1970, to $99,064 million in L972.

However, although the ISLM model implies that higher

leve1s of income are associated with higher levels of

short term interest rates, the level of the latter

remained below that of I970t4 until the second quarter of

L973, thereby suggesting a further shifting of the LM

curve.

Canadian monetary expansion in the 1970 L974 period

rÁ¡as accompanied by price rises and expectations that such

rises would continue. During l-972 and early I973,

sinultaneous peaks in the economic activity of most

índustrial countries led first to spiralling prices in

il,, .;.,
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primary commodity exports and then led to marked increases

in domestic prices. Sharp increases in international food

prices from L972 to 1974 and the late L973 oil price rises

injected further upward pressure on the price leve1. The

effect of a rise in the domestic price level on the LM, IS

and BP curves is to raise the equilibrium leve1 of

interest rates associated with a given income level. A

rise in the price Ievel reduces the supply of real

balances causing a drop in the money market equilibriun
(V) associated with any given (r). In the product markeÈ,

a rise in the domestic price level, ât a given income

level, likely increases savings (as a result of a

reduction in real net worth) and imports, while reducing

exports. Vthite it is theoretically possible for a

domestic price increase to increase net exports, empirical

studies suggest that this does not happen.39 Therefore,

as net exports are reduced the BP curve shifts upward,

demanding a higher equilibrium leve1 in interest rates

with a given income level at th. existing exchange rate.

Expectations of further inflation tend to reinforce price

effects on the IS curve in in raising the desired

financing price of physical capital that people are

willing to pay and receive. InÈerest rate rises in L973

and L974 thereby likely reflected the relative rise in the

Canadian price level and expectations of further inflation.
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The by-product of the Bank of Canada's particular use

of a credit market conditions approach to implementing

monetary policy in the I|TO Lg|4 period was excessive

monètary expansion. This r{ras accompanied by inflation.

The extent which this could have been averted ultimately

relies on3 whether inflation incurred during the period

\â7as a result of monetary expansion; the degree which

further exchange rate appreciation would have proviàed

insulation from the transmission of imported inflat,ion.

Tt , as Clarence Barber amongsL others suggests, the

inflation experienced in Canada from early L972 to mid

L974 had primarily external sources demand pull as world

demand for raw materials increased and cost push from high

world food prices 40 some further exchange rate

appreciation during the period could have moderated these

effects. Regardless, relative price changes can translate

into price level changes only so f.ar as increases in the

money supply underwrite the process. Conceivably, had

monetary growth during the period borne a closer

relationship to growth in GNP, a re-allocation of real

resources would have been necessary with income spent on

unavoidable price rises balanced by less income spent on

other things. However, as Franco Modligliani has recently

commented, there is no Macro policy which can maintain

both stable levels of employement and prices in the face

of an exogenous price shock. Under such circumstances the

.:...... :.-
' _. -:' ::.. :
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maintenance of stable prices would require a fall in all

domestic output prices. This could be accomplished only

by creating sufficient slack to put downward pressure on

wages and in view of the sluggishness of wage response to

unemployment, the amount of slack would have to be

substantial. There is no known hTay of returning to the

initial equilibrium except after a painful period of both

above equilibrium unemployment and inflation.4l

,The weakness of a credit market conditions

approach to poJ-icy implementation is that in time and

casua,l connection with credit conditions the final

targets of employment and price stability are remote

whereas an exchange rate target is not. Consequently, in

the particular circumstances of IgTO - irgl4, the effects

on price stability of the conditions achieved by adherence

to an exchange rate target became apparent only when they

$rere almost impossible to reverse.

i:;iÌ,

i,I.
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The adoption of a money supply strategy by the

Bank of Canada followed a period of excessive monetary

expansion and coincided with rapid inflation and interest

rates at high nominal leve1s. Rather than reflecting any

consistent position of restraint on the part of the

monetary aut,hority, these interest rate leve1s indicated

the effects of inflation on prices individuals vüere

willing to pay or exact for borrowed funds. The change in

strategy also followed upon the emergence of a growing

body of literature in support of a money supply strategy

and the adaptation of such a strategy by the United States

Federal Reserve.

A money supply strategy of policy replaces

appropriate credit conditions, relative to final targets,

with appropriate growth in the money supply. This can be

achieved with either the *o.r"y stock or interest rates as

intermediate targets of policy. Ttleoreticat rationales

stem from two distinct sources "Monetarist" and

ttKeynesiatl". Keynesian sources, in general, operate

within the ISLM income expenditure model and look to

stochastic properties within an economy as warranting

either an interest rate or a money stock approach to

policy. The Monetarists adhere to a money stock approach

which constrains the money supply to a constant growt,h

rate relevant to productive capacity. The implementation
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THEORETICAL SOURCES

Monetarist Conception

The principle dynamic of the monetarist model is

the interaction between the suppty of nominal balances

denominated in money terms and the demand for real

balances in terms of a purchaseable volume of goods.

Ivtilton Friedman states the proximate determinants of the

supply of nominal balances to be: the amount of

high-powered moneyi the ratio of bank deposit,s to bank

holdings of high-powered money; the ratio of the public's

deposits to currency holdings.l. He ascribes the demand

for real balances as a function of: total wealth, expected

rates of return on money and other assøets, and other

variables determining the utility of the services of money

relative to those of other assets.2 The responsiveness

o.f the demand for money to ínterest rates is considered

very small and changes in demand for real balances are

attributed to occur very gradually or as a result of prior

supply shifts. Changes in supply are perceived to be

substantial and independent of changes in demand. The

price level is considered the equilibrating mechanism

between the supply of nominal balances and demand for real

balances.

I.

a:' -:'. I
i ''::l

The key proposition of the model, essentially, is
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that changes in the supply of money dominate other short

run influences on output and other long run influences on

the price Ieve]. Monetarist analysis esentially does not

accept the slope properties of the ISLM diagram to contain

all the relevant information pertaining to the

transmission of monetary influences.3 The adjustment

process is portrayed as one wherein a rise in the trend

growth of money produces initial Iiquidity effects which

may inpact upon real variables in the short run. An

increase in money prompts increased expenditure

investment spending as a result of lower interest rates

and other spending due to holdings of real balances in

excess of those desired. The effect of interest rates on

aggregate demand is considered large and not limited to

traditional fixed investments. Whether the change in

spending impinges upon prices or output, depends on the

initial state of the economy and lhe market process within

it. If output can easily expand and the market is such

that quantities adjust faster than prices, then output and

employment, increase. If the market process is one in

which prices adjust faster than quantities, price rises

precede quantity rises and temper ultimate output and

employment increases. IVhere output can no longer expand,

increased spending simply results in a rise in the general

price level. The excess of nominal balances and further

economic effects are eliminated, thereby, êither by a
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reduction in the real quantity of balances available

through price rises or an increase in the real quantity

desired by income rises.4 Monetarist theories and

enpirical studies indicate a relatively quick but short

lived response of output to a change in money growth, with

a longer time period required for prices to respond

ÇuicklY.5

The monetary authority, ultimately, is attributed

to control only nominal quantitites. Any initial downward

pressure on interest rates or decreases in the

unemployment rate, incurred in the short run by an

increase in the rate of monetary expansion, is postulated

to be eliminated in the long Tun. Short run effects of

rising income raise liquidity preference schedules, demand

for loans and possibly prices. Acco.rding to Friedman,

these effects reverse any downward trend in interest rate

leve1s in less than a year and tend to return then within

a year or two to the level which otherwise would have

occured.6 SirnilarIy, Friedman postulates that initial

stimulation of employment is curtailed as workers realize
price rises have eroded real wages. They, therefore' seek

higher nominal \^¡ages in order to maintain real expected

wage levels. The subsequent rise in real wages reverses

output increases and the decline in unemployment.

Furthermore, Friedman contends, that to the extent price

L .: -i:
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rises are expected to continue, inflationary premiums are

incorporated into nominal interest and r¡¡age rates thereby

resulÈing in higher levels of both than would have

otherwise occured.

Underlying the view of the unemploymenÈ process

is Friedman's crÍticism of the Phillips curve concept of

an inflaÈion-unemployment trade-off. He perceives t,hat

relationship only short run in nature whereas the long run

process is one in which there is a natural rate of

unemplol.ment, consistent with real forces and with

accurate perceptions; unemployment can be kept below that

level only by an accelerating inflation or above it by

accelerating deflation. T He expresses the short run

process as one in which an unanticipated acceleration in

demand leads firms to raise prices and employment. Firms

are willing to pay higher wages as they perceive prices of

their products to be higher and therefore the cost of real

wages lower. The rise in nominal wages may be accepted by

workers as a rise in real v¡ages and therefore produce an

increased supply of labour at the same time as an increase

in demand. This situation is considered only temporary by

Friedmant he posits that, âs the higher rate of growth in

aggregate nominal demands and of rises in prices continue,

perceptions adjust to reatity and ultimately reverse the

initial effect.S The unanticipated fall in demand leads

.: :.1 :.r: ì
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firms to reduce prices, output, employment and nominal

\^¡ages. Vüorkers, f ailing to judge correctly the current

and respective fall in prices, misinterpret the reduction

in nominal wages as a cut in real hrages and therefore

reduce the supply of labour. The ef f ective real \^rage

rises to the point where the resulting decline in demand

for labour matches the reduced supply. Implicit in

Friedman's analysis is that there is no involuntary

unemployment, as wages are in reality perfectly flexible.

Evidence to the contrary is a statistical illusion

resulting from failure to differentiate between price

change and unexpected price change.9

Within the moneÈarist model, therefore' the level

of nominal income at any point in t,ime is determined in

the money market. A rise in the supply of money as in

Figure 2-L increases nominal income from yo to yl and

positions the Ll4 curve at LMo in Figure 2-2. rf the

economy can readily expand then the IS curve shifts from

ISO to ISt and the price level remains constant as in

Figure 2-2. If the economy cannot expand, the shift in

the IS curve as in Figure 2-4 is absorbed by a rise in the

price level rather than a rise in real output. The LM

curve therefore shifts upward to LMr resurting in an

associated higher nominal interest rate with income level

Yo/Po

a:,:::i:: _
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Two major empirical studies dealing with the

basic monetarist premise were conducted by Friedman with

David Meiselman and Leonall Anderson with Jerry Jordan of

the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. The

Friedman-Meiselman findings vüere such that for annual data

between LggT and 1958 and quarterly data for a shorter

sub-p,eriod, the relation between

.g (YF".,*)
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the money supply and consumption proved more stable than

the relationship between investment and consumption

(except for the years l-929 L934).10 Anderson and

Jordan dealt with the period between l-g52 to 1968.11

They estimated monetary and fiscal- multipliers through

reduced form equations by relating t,he change in income t,o

current and four lagged values of the money supply (Mf)

and fiscal impulses (high employment federal

expendit,ure). Their results showed the contribution of

money, both current and laggedr ërs extremely large whereas

fiscal effects peaked in two quarters to only about one

and then disappeared by the fourth quarter.12 Richard

G. Davis, of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,

compared the multipliers of the St. Louis equations with

those in the M.I.T. econometric model of the U.S.

economy. The f iscal multiplier of the M.I .T. nodel \á¡as

considerably higher than that of the St. Louis model

whereas the money multiplier in the St. Louis model hras

þ1"
Po P¡
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far greater than that of M.I.T. Moreover the speed of the

St. Louis money rnultiplier $ras such that a $1 billion

once-and-for-all increase in the money suppty in a given

quarter would raise GNP by $1.6 billion that same quarter

and $3.5 billion in the next quarter. The same money

supply increase within the M.I.T. model had almost no

effect on GNP in that quarter and very little one quarter

Iater. l3

The basic monetarist contentions are well

summarized in a recent paper by Franco Modligtiani as3 a

low sensitivity of the demand for money to interest

rates; a large effect of interest rates on aggregate

demandi a low value of the multiplier due to a high short

run marginal propensity to save in response to transient

income disturbancesi a relationship between unemployment

and inflation which can only be negative in the very short

run. These contentions, as Modligliani suggests, engender

the basic monet,arist conclusions that: the economy is

inherently stable ¡ fiscal policy actions, Iike other

demand shocks, have minor and transitory effects on money

income; the obseved instability of the economy is most

likely the result of. unstable growth in money due to

rnisguided endeavours to stabilize income t oy to the

pursuit of balance of payments goals.14 The monetarists

argue, therefore, that the monetary authorities avoid
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unstable growth in adopting publicly the policy of

achieving a steady rate of growth in a specified monetary

total. u 15

Modligliani states many of the monetarist

contentions to have been substantiated. With regard to

the interest elasticity of demand for money, post

Keynesian theoretical developments point to a modest value

of around one-half to one-third and empirical studies are

largely consistent with this. In addition, both

theoretical and empirical work have largely vindicated the

monetarist contention that interest effects on demand are

substantial and pervasive. Similarly, the dependence of

consumption on long run income and wealth together with

high marginal tax rates and leakages through imports leads

to a rather low value of the multiplier. 16 It is

generally conceded, therefore, that there are inherent

mechanisms within the economy that are fairly effective in

eventually limiting the effects of shocks.

An essential point of conflict however remains

regarding the. magnitude and duration of the interim

response. Modligliani points out that although the first

link in the offsetting mechanism (a rise in short term

interest rates) responds promptly and strongly, most

expenditures depend on long term rates and these generally

1.. :. |..
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respond gradually. The demand response is also gradual.

Finally, change in the real money supply through prices

displays an even longer lag due to the sluggish response

of wages to excess demand. Simulations performed on the

M.P.S. econometric model of the United States economy

support Modliglianirs views. A 18 exogenous demand shock

showed an impact effect on aggregat,e output of barely 13

and a peak at about 2Z in one year. Thereafter, the htage

price mechanism Ì^ras increasingly effective, returning the

real response to impact level in a year and fully

offsetting the shock by the end of the third year. Money

income reached a peak of over 2.52 by the middle of the

second year and declined thereafter. While these results
do not reflect a highly unstable economy, neither do they

indicate an economy which completely withstands demand

shocks. Modligliani concludes that opting for a constant

rate of growth in the nominal money supply can result in a

stable economy only in the absence of significant

exogenous shocks. 17

Stochastic ivlodel

Richard

New York states

or an interest

G. Davis of the Federal Reserve Bank of

the choice between a money supply target

rate target to be quite distinct from
r. i:::
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Ivlonetarism versus Keynesianisn. Rather in a world of

uncertainties, the point is to aim at the most efficient

target for monetary poticy.18 Recent theoretical work

by !{iltiam Poole, within the ISLM framework, is relevant

to such a view.19 Poole I s analysis poses two major

contentions. First, a money stock strategy may be

superior to an interest rate strategy, given certain

values of structural parameters and random sources of

disturbance within an economy. lVhich strategy is optimal,

however r mây vary over time if the structural and

stochastic parameters change. Second, it is possible to

define an optinal combination policy wherein the interest

rate and money stock are maintained in relation to each

other the nature of .the relationship depending on the

values of the parameters t.hat is as good as or super ].or

no matter

Poole I s

to either an

what the

interest rate or money stock policy

values of the parameters.20

prescription, therefore, follows a discretionary rather

than rules approach to policy.

Poole assumes that selection of a particular

strategy should depend on which minimizes the expected

Ioss from failure of a level of income to equal the

desired level (and therefore of actual from forecast

income levels). This he determines wil depend on the

relative stability of the LM and ïS curves (probable
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sources of random distrubances) and their slopes

(structural parameters). Poole finds a money supply

target superior, the lower the interest sensitivity of the

demand for money. In such instances, relatively large

disturbances in the IS curve have small effects on income

where small shifts in the LM curve have large effects.

The corollary is that t,he larger the interest sensitivity

of the demand for money, the smaller the effect on income

of relatively large disturbances in the money sector and

the greater the effect of small disturbances in the real

sector. He further finds a money stock target minimizes

the expected loss from failure of the level of income to

equal that desired when random shocks occur in the IS

curvei an interest rate target minimizes such loss when

the shocks occur in the LM curve.

Stochastic disturbances, however, can be expected

to occur in both the real and monetary sectors of the

economy. Poole contends, therefore, that between values

of structural parameters which would call f or eit.her a

pure money stock or a pure interest rat,e policy, there is

room for a combination policy which takes the expecLed

sources of disturbances as criteria for the choice of

policy. Unexpected disturbances from the real sector (IS

curve) which lead via the demand for money function to

high money growth should be matched by changes in interest
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rates and therefore a money stock target. On the other

hand, shifts in the demand for money (LIVI curve) should be

met with the use of an interest rate target, thus

preventing essentially financial disturbances from

affecting real economic activity. The dynamic is depicted

in the following diagrams. In Figure 2'5, with a stable

LM function and an unstable IS function, setting the

interest rate at y* results in an LM function at LM2 and

income anywhere between Yl and y3 whereas a money

stock target implies an L¡4 function of LMI and income

between Y2 and y3. The money stock target limits the

èffects on aggregate demand of shifts in the IS curve by

allowing interest rates to rise or falt in an offsetting

$7ay. In Figure 2'6, with a stable IS function and an

unstable LM function, setting the money stock leads to an

LM function between LMt and LNlz and income between

yI and Y2 whereas setting the inLerest rate at ¡:t

leads to LM3 at y2. An interest rate target is

superior in this case as a money stock target allows the

shift in the demand for money to be transmitted to

interest rates and ultimately to aggregate demand.

The underlying adjustment dynamic of Poole's

model, of a money supply target strategy' presupposes a

relatively stable demand function for some definition of

money having national income and interest rate leve1s as

lri
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explanatory variables. Any substantial deviation in the

growth rate of nominal income from that expected leads to

a change in interest rates providing the monetary

aggregate can be induced by policy to groht at some chosen

growth rater ârid that changes in interest rates occur

whenever the growth rate of the aggregate is not equat to

the product of the nominal income growth rate and the

Íncome elasticity of the demand for money. Such interest

rate change is in a direction to limit and perhaps reverse

the original deviation in the growth of money income.2I

Poole's combination policy implies the use at all

times of some monetary aggregate as an indicator of

policy. The success of the combination policy depends on

the state of the knowledge of the parameters of the model

and as Poole commentsr oD knowledge of more parameters

than does a pure money stock or a pure interest rate

poticy.22

ì. r.:-:-:.: ji.:1
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TECHNICAL COMPONENTS OF IMPLEMENTATION

l4oney Supply

The nominal money supply is comprised of:

'... (i) the amount of high-powered money
determined through the balance of
payments under an international
commodity standard, by the monetary
authorities under a fiduciary standard;

( ii ) the ratio of bank deposits to bank
holdings of high-powered money
determined by the banking system
subject to whatever requirements are
imposed on them by law or the monetary
authorities; and

(iii) the ratio of the public's deposits to
its currency holdings determined
by the pubtic."23

Therefore, changes in three variables the volume of

high-powered money (i.e., the monetary base), the

commercial banksr ratio of deposits to reserves and the

public's ratio of currency to deposits result in changes

in the money supply. The monetary base is determined,

essentially, by the monetary authority in conjunction with

government financial requirements. The size of the money

multiplier (i.e., ratio of total money to the monetary

base) is then determined by the particular usage of the

monetary base by the banks and the public. Assuming the

other two determinants remain constant, the money supply

increases with a rise in the monetary base or a fall in
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either the banksr reserve-deposit ratio or the public's
currency-deposit ratío.TABLE I

RESERVE-DEPOSIT RATIO (millions)

RESERVES TOTAL R/D EXCLUDING R/D PERCENTAGE
(8-603) DEPOSITS GOVERNI\ÍENT CHANGE IN

.ii.iiiîi:i::i

(B-651) DEPOSTTS
(B- 6 sI-
B-6s2)

I/TONETARY
BASE
(B-200 )

L970 1703 29 t888 5.69 28 ,63L 5 .94 10.6
1971 2070 35,611 5.81 33,372 6.20 I1.4
L972 2448 40 t728 6.0r 38,32L 6.38 L7 .2
L973 2937 48,565 6.04 42 t204 6.35 13.4
L97 4 3439 58 ,797 5 .84 54,1r5 6 . 35 14 .8
L975 3953 66 t87 3 5.91 63 t2L0 6.25 14.3
L976 4410 76 ,773 5.7 4 73 ,670 5 .98 L2.8
L977 5075 86 t67O 5.72 83 ,937 6.05 13.3
L978 5757 L03tJ.44 5.58 96t678 5.95 L2.6

Source: Bank of Canada Monthly Reviews

TABLE II

PUBLICSI CURRENCY-DEPOSIT RATIO (millions) ,,,:,:',
CURR- .''¡:¡,:¡¡:. I

ENCY DEMAND C/D TIME C/D TOTAL C/D , ,.,,., ,(B- DEPOSTTS DEPOSTTS (1) + (2) , .,.,',,,.,.253) (8-676+ (8-654 +
B-677) B-6ss)

L970 3106 7082 44.85 2L,065 L4.7 4 28 ,L47 11.03
r97L 3506 8437 41.55 23,998 L4.60 32,435 10.80
L972 4056 9722 4L.7L 27 t5g3 L4.69 37,315 10.9 6 ,::;1.¡..;.:
1973 4620 11100 4L.62 33,887 13.6 3 44,987 L0.26 i,lr,:.:,':*
L97 4 5213 11570 45 .05 40 ,999 L2.7L 52 t569 9 .9L
L975 6079 14254 42.64 46 t594 13.04 60,848 9.99
1976 6573 L337 4 49 .L4 58,136 1r.30 71,510 9.19
L977 7268 15613 46.55 65,859 11.04 8L.472 8.92
1978 8075 16840 47 .95 77 ,467 L0.42 94,307 8.56

SOURCE: Bank of Canada lvlonthly Reviews
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The monetary base is comprised of the liabilities

of the central bank and as such is a balance sheet

quantity. Therefore, a change in magnitude of any Bank

asset or liabilit.y account, unless offset, produces an

equal change in the monetary base. Atthough the central

bank cannot determine each item on its balance sheet, it

does exert direct control over Government secur ities,

foreign assets and Government deposits. Consequently, the

effects of a reduction in uncontrotlable items such as

float, (i.e., net balance of Government collecÈions and

payments in process of settlement) or deposits of other

central banks can be offset by an equal increase in

holdings of Government securities. SimilarIy, the effects

on bank reserves (i.e., bank deposits at the central bank)

of a dec,line in currency holdings by the public can be

offset by a corresponding increase in Government deposits

hetd at the Bank. The Bank, therefore, has sufficient

instruments to maintain quite detailed control over the

monetary base. In a study of the 1950 L969 period in

the U.S., Jordan found growth in the monetary base largely

determined by Federal Reserve holdings of Government

securities.24 Changes in the Treasury's gold holdings,

potentially an important source of increase or decrease in

the base, were largely offset by compensatinçi holdings of

Government secur ities. 25 Government of Canada

f: t:i,:;ì

securities comprise the largest category of assets in the
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balance sheet of the Bank of Canada. They, thereby'

represent the' largest potential source of change in the

base. As indicated in Tab1e I the annual percentage

change in the monetary base tended to rise over L970

L974 and to fall in the subsequent period.

Non-off icial changes 1n the banks I

reserve-deposit ratio occur because of variation in bank

demand for cash and excess reserves or due to shifts in

types of deposits. Demand and Government deposits require.

larger proportional reserves than do time deposits.

Jordan found this ratio the least volatile compared to

either the monetary base or the public's ratio of currency

to'demand deposits. It, however, did indicate a gradual

downward trend and this Jordan attributed to a more rapid

growth in time deposits relative to demand deposits. As

indícated in Table T I a similar gradual downward trend

exhibited in the Canadian reserve-deposit ratio, with the

exception of the years L97I and 1972. This trend reflects

the 1-967 Bank Act revisions and the consequent more rapid

growth in time deposits in Canada as well. The 83 cash

reserve requirement behind all Canadian dollar deposits

was replaced with a 4Z requirement for time deposits and

L2Z for demand deposits. This had the effect by early

L970, given the composition of deposits, of lowering the

average required cash reserve ratio to 6.22 of Canadian

.t..:_.ti::

;;:;1:::Ì:::. -:..
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dollar deposits. The Bank Act also broadened the lending

authority of chartered banks and removed the 6Z ceilings

on interest rates charged on bank loans, thereby enabling

the banks to bid more aggressively for time deposits.26

In addition, thi.s downward trend after 1-973 could reflect

the effects of inflation on bank demand for cash and

excess reserves.

Changes in the public's ratio of currency

deposit holdings result from changes in the level

income, wealth, substitutes for currency and uncertainties

regarding general economic activity. As indicated in

Table II, the public's currency-deposit ratio has

gradually declined over the last decade in Canada

Iargely reflecting the ratio between currency holdings and

time deposits. The ratio of currency to demand deposits

has been quite volatile.

Control of the *on.y stock can only be achieved

if the central bank undertakes to use its instruments to

offset actions which would cause monetary growth to

deviate from the targeted rate. As Jordan suggests, the

degree of accuracy is a function of the ability to

determine the monetary base and to predict the net

influence of the behavior of the public and the commercial

banks as summarized by changes in the money supply

multiplier.27

to

of
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Money Demand

Following the publication of the General Theory,

a body of theoretical literature energed which attempted

to either extend or elaborate Keynesr version of the

demand for money. Keynes postulated transactions,

precautionary, and speculative demands for money. The

demand for transactions and precautionary balances were

determined chiefly by the level of income increasing as

income increased. The speculative demand depended chiefly

on the rate of interest varying negatively with the

latter. Keynes determined at any point in time there

would be a "normal" interest rate level and any variance

from this would engender speculative expectaÈions that the

current rate would rise or fall in order to return to the

"normal" Ievel. He postulated that rises in interest

rates above the normal Ievel would induce expectations

that they would subsequently fall and therefore incur a

movement into bonds in anticipation of capital gains.

Likewise, a faII in rates below the nòrmal level would

incur a movement out of bonds into money to avoid capiLal

losses. Keynes further posited that at some low level of

interest rates, expectations of a rise would be unanimous

and at this point the demand for money with respect to

interest rates would be perfectly elastic. The model

implied that the relationship between the specutative
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demand for money and the rate of interest shifted as the

perception of the "normal" level changed, therby making it

unstable. Speculative demands l^tere perceived to dominate

transaction and precautionary demands.

The empirical issues raised by Keynesian or

post-Keynesian theory include: the liquidity trap

hypothesis; the dependency of the demand for money on the

rate of interest; the relationship of the demand for money

to total wealth.28

Milton Friedman offered an alternative analysis

of the demand for money in treating money as an asset

which yields a flow of services which become less valuable

relative to the services of other assets as holdings

increase.29 rn his framework the demand for money is a

funct,ion of total wealth, the rates of return on other

assets, and the utility attached to the services of

money.

His total wealth variable comprises a concept of

permanent incomer âs opposed to only current income, and

the division of wealth between human and non-human forms.

Rates of return on other assets include that on bonds,

equity and expected changes in prices of other goods.

Friedman perceives the demand for money to increase with

an increase in wealth and decrease as the rates of return
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on other assets rise or the expected rate of inflation
rises. The empirical issues on the demand for money

raised by Friedman include: whether the demand for money

is a stable function of a few variables; wheLher the

expected rate of change of prices ia an important

influence on asset. choices; which concept of wealth is

appropriate.30

U.S. studies on the empirical properties of the

demand for money function, using both income and wealth

variables, have verified a negative relationship with

various definitions of the interest rate. Assuming the

demand for money proportional to income, Tobin,

Bronfenbrenner, Mayer and Latane all concluded a distinct
negative relaÈionship with the interest rate.31 In a

study of the 1900-1958 period, Alan Meltzer used three

alternative wealth variables the level of income, the

leve1 of non-human wealth or the level of permanent income

as well as alternative definitions of money excluding

time deposits at commercial banks, including them t ot

including additionally deposits at mutual savings banks.

Regardless of the wealth variable included in the

function, Meltzer found a significant negative

relationship between the demand for money, however

defined, and the rate of interest on twenty year bonds.

Although there was some variation, the computed value of

':.1 .-.j'.
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the interest elasticity of the demand for money was in
general about -0.7. Using a similar function, David

Laidler matched this resutt for the L892 1960 period as

well as finding a short term interest rate elasticity of

-.15. In addition, Brunner and Meltzer and Teigin

performed respective studies which explicitly took account

of the identification problem between money supply and

money demand and corroborated these elasticity findings

for the short. and long rate.32 The only empirical study

of the demand for money function which failed to find a

relationship with the rate of interest was that, undertaken

by Milton Friedman of the 1869 1957 period. However'

this r^ras due to an error in setting up the empirical work

and the f indings \,vere later refuted by Laidler.33

Studies of t.he U.S economy over the last sixty
years, therefore, using fairly simple formulations of

demand for money functions have yielded stable negative

relationships with the rate of interest. Considering the

L892 1960 period, Laidler points out that the elasticity

of the demand for money (Mz) with respect to the short

term rate of interest varied roughty between -0.L2 and

-0.15 and with respect to the long rate between -0.2 and

-0.6. The relevant elasticities for MI are -0.17 to

-0.20 and -0.5 to -0.8.34 The fact that most studies

constructed their empirical equations on the assumption of

: .',1

' .t)
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the demand for money being homogeneous of degree one in

prices provided an indirect test of that assumption in

that the regression results based on it fit well.

l4oreover, Meltzer ran a direct test and his estimates

produced an elasticity of nominal money demand to prices

approximaÈe1y equal to one.35

Little evidence was produced to substantiate the

liquidity trap hypothesis. Studies conducted bY

Bronfenbrenner and Mayer of the period 1914 L957 did not

indicate any tendency for t,he elasticities of the interest

rates they measured to be higher at low rates of

interest. Studies undertaken by Laidler of the period

L892 1960 resulted in similar findings. Nor was there

any evidence that the function l{tas any less stable at low

rates of interest.36 Moreover, work involving the

observation of shorter periods also produced similar

evidence. rn their respective studies, Teigin, Brunner

and Meltzer and Laidler found littte discrepancy between

the interest elasticities of the demand for money in the

1930s, when interest rates I^¡ere remarkably low, and later

post-war periods.3T Furthermore, these results hTere

achieved using long and short rates of interest with

narrovrr and broad money def initions as well as income,

wealth and expected income variables. Kostas and Khouja

found some evidence for the elasticity of a long inÈerest
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rate to be higher at lower levels. There is some

suspicion, however r âs these findings pertained to the

late forties in the U.S., they represented a perfectly

elastic supply of money function rather than a perfectly
elastic demand for money function.3S

üfith respect to the use of eithér income or

wealth variables in the demand for money function, the

evidence is in favour of a permanent income or wealth

variable. Comparisons of the performance of functions

with either wealth or income variables using identical

evidence and statistical techniques, vrtere carr ied out by

Meltzer, Btunner and Me1tzer, Laidler and Chow using U.S.

data; the wealth variable (using different definitions)
performed better.39 However, âs Laidler points out,

implicit in these studies was the possibility that when

measuring permanent income (as a weighted average of

present and pasÈ leve1s of income) they vûere fitting a

relationship between the demand for money and measured

income where the public is slow to adjust its cash

balances to an equilibrium Ievel. Laidler determined that

a study by Feigie largely resolved this question in favour

of a permanent income variabIe.40 Laidler also carried

out tests on British data using measured and permanent

income variables as alternatives and found permanent

income provided systematically better results; C. CIarke's

rtl ..
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Ied to a similar conclusion.4l

The U.S. evidence suggests shifting

retationship between the demand for money and the level of

wealth (or income). Using the United States data, Laidler

determined the elasticity of demand for money defined to

include time deposits with respect Lo permanent income to

have been 1.39 from 1900-1916, L.28 from 1919-1940 and .65

f or L946-L965.42 Similar results rá¡ere achieved when

non-human wealth was used as the independent variable or

time deposits excluded from the definition of money. This

tendency, Laidler suggests, may be caused by an improved

accuracy in the data used to measure the variables, a slow

change in the public's taste for money holding, ot reflect

the omission from demand for money functions of some

variable that has changed stowly over time.43

The significance of the expected rate of

inflation as a factor influencing the demand for money

under conditions of hyperinflation and rapid infl-ation has

been well established. Earlier studies of the mild

inflations that characterized most advanced economies

until the mid-sixties could not find a role for t,he

expected inflation rate. tüork done in the fifties by

Friedman and Selden was unsuccessful in establishing any

systematic influence of this variable on the demand for
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money in the U.S. However, more recent studies by Shapiro

and Go1dfeld vrTere able to establish one in post World War

II data.44

A study performed by lVitliam R. Vfhite of the Bank

of Canadar oD the enpirical properties of the demand for

money function in Canada found only narrow money to have

an unequivocal negative relationship with interest

rates . 45 The per iod covered was 1gsg-Lg7 4 . I t was

treated both in its entirety and as two periods 1959.3

to 1968 . 11 and L968 .L2 to L97 4.3¡ the latter per iod

followed structural revisions enacted by the L967 Bank

Act. The basic equation used MIa (currency plus

personal chequing accounts plus current accounts) as the

dependent variable. ReaI domestic product (RDP), the

gross national expenditure price deflator (PGNE) and the

rate on non-chequabl.e personal savings deposits at banks

(RNCB) were used as the independent variables. Three

variations were employed which either assumed no

constraints (Model A), long run homogeneity of prices

(Model B) ' or Mle as a function of nominal income (Mode1

C). Comparison tests of narrow and broad definitions of

money used Mode1 B and representative dependent variables

of M1A, CA (current accounts), M2* (Mfe plus

personal savings deposits), and PHITS (the privately held

money supply). The rate on 90 day finance paper (R90) was

li:r,i;.::l.i:¡
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the interest rate used with the narrow aggregates (Mm

and cA). The broad aggregates (M2* and PHMS) were

estimated with both R90 reflecting the opportunity cost

of holding cash and RNCB (the rate on non-chequable ',.: 
:,.

personal savings deposits at banks) - as measuring the o\A¡n

rate on money holdings. The narrow aggregates showed a

consistently negative relationship with interest rates i.',,..,'.',
' :''::.. l:

whereas the relationship of the broader aggregates was i
. :. . , :.

mixed. A r ise in the 90 day rate dÍd induce a downward il''ti.'.

shift in the quantity of broad money demanded, however, a

rise in RNCB exerted an even more powerful positive

influence.
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Chow stability tests were performed by lrlhite both

on his basic equation and a variant using R90 (the rate on

90 day f inance paper ) instead of RNCB ( t,he rate on

non-chequable personal savings deposits at banks). The

evidence showed neither specification of the Mla

equati,on ,to be f ormally stable everywhere. However, the

R90 variant did perform relatively well in the most recent

sub-per iods . 46 As lrlhite states: "The nature of the

problem...is that during much of the latter part of the

estimation period the demand for money function appears to

be shifting upward ." 47

With regard to income, Vghiters results indicated

a positive relationship with both broad and narroht

definitions of money. However, the long run income

erasticity of MrA, M2* and pHNs all showed a definite
tendency to rise over the data period; this tendency was

progressively evident as the definition of money

broadened. 48

A study performed by Norman Cameron, with

Canadian data from the 1954-1975 period, also finds a

shift in the demand for money function.49 These results
indicate both narrow and broad money demand to have

shifted over the post-war period to the extent that for

neither is the stability hypothesis supported at even the

::::il::::
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18 level using Cusum tests. Cameron finds the type of

structural change detected to be gradual for Mr while
abrupt and then graduar f.or M, subsequent to 196g.50

rn his comprehensive survey of related theory and

empirical studies of the properties of

money function, David Laidler concludes:

the demand f.or
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any reasonable doubt, while the evidence is only
less clear that the interest elasticity never
becomes infinite. Similar1y, some form of wealth
variabfe seems clearly preferable to income in
the demand for money function, whil-e there does
not seem to be room for both variables to operate
simultaneously...as Èo the price level, the
demand for nominal balances does appear to be
proportional to it."51

The unsettled issues pertaining to the demand for
money function, according to Harry Johnson, incl-ude:

"... (i)whether total wealth including human
wealth is a better variable than non-human
wealth; (ii) whet,her currency plus demand
deposits is better or worse than currency plus
demand deposits plus tine deposits; and (iii) the
debate on whether the long term rate of interest
or the short rate is the relevant variab1e."52

Choice of a Monetary Target

White states that a viable aggregate must have a

demand function with a reasonably stable relationship to

income and be controllable by the monetary authority, in
order to have predicted effects on the real economy.53

Avail-able aggregates are definitions of narrow money,
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broad money, bank reserves and the monetary base. The

distinction between narrow and broad money is essentially,
liquidity and the most common definition of the narro\4r

version is the public's holdings of currency and demand

deposits denoted as Mr.

Richard Davis of the New York Federal Reserve

Bank suggests thatr âs the point is to influence the

economy at large and not the banking sector per sêr

measures of reserves and the monetary base are

inappropriate targets, although useful in developing

strategies to achieve goals in the other aggregates. He

further comments that in normal times policymakers can set

goals i n terms of e i ther narro\^¡ or broad money wi th

reasonable safety. Vühen distortions in rate spreads

occur, hovrever, marked acceleration or deceleration in

time deposit growth make the broader definition of money

overstate or understate the expansiveness of policy.54

Mettzer of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis made

similar observations that, with the exception of timàs

when changes in market rates relative to imposed ceiling
rates caused large temporary changes in time deposits,

growth rates of both narrow and broad money, in the U.S. '
have almost always been in the same direction with changes

in both growth rates generally occurring at the same

time.55 Friedman has expressed a preference for the
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u.s. broad definition of money M2 (excluding large
certificates of deposit) on the basis that its income

velocity, essentially, has not shown any trend since the

early r960s whereas that of Ml has continued to indicate
an upward trend of uncertain dinensions.56

White points out that broad and narrow money move

dissimilarly in Canada. He attributes the widening

disparity in recent years to the increased bidding by

banks for deposits, subsequent to the removal of statutory
resLrictions on loan rates in L96757 He further

observes that in Canada the distinction between narrow and

broad money is sometimes artificial in both liquidity and

chequability. Chequable personal savings deposits exact

higher transaction costs than personal chequing accounts

thus possibly causing qany holders of chequable savings

deposits to regard them as non-chequable. Furthermore,

although non-chequable personal savings deposits are in

principle non-chequable, facilities are evolving for the

automatic transîer "i such funds to personal chequing

accounts to cover overdrafts. In addition, penalties for

early withdrawal of fixed term non-personal term and

notice deposits are not always significant, thus possibly

rendering them quasi-chequable. Therefore, there is a

spectrum of deposits in Canada all having more or less

liquidity.58
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to his cr iter ia, a positive

relationship with income and controllability by the

monetary authority, White finds narrohr money preferable to

broad money. An underlying assumption of his criteria,
however, is that controllability implies a systematic

response by the aggregate to policy induced changes in

short term interest rates.59 As a rationale for the

necessary link with short term interest rates, lrlhite

states the monetary authority in Canada to have

traditionally atternpted to control short term interest
rate levels (or more precisely their average over periods

as long as a month) and are likely to continue to do

so.60 A= noted in the previous Section, Whiter s

particular study found both narrow and broad definitions
of money to have Lhe appropriate positive relation"níp

with income but only narrow money to show a consistent

negative relationship with interest rates. Vühite,

therfore, concludes that in Canada the broad monetary

aggregates cannot be properly controlled through the use

of interest rates.6l With regard to forecasting

abilities, White also found the narrow definition
super Lor.62

Thomas Courchene has consistently favoured the

use of broad money over narrow money as an indicator or

target of policy in Canada. His rationale is essentially

i. ::.1...: -.-...
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two-fold: broad money as denoted by M2 is a better
predictor of changes in the level of nominal income ¡ M2

is controlled easier within the current Canadian

institutional framework. An underlying assumptÍon of the

latter judgment is that control should be exercised

directly by chartered bank reserve management. His first

conclusion appears to have derived from a study undertaken

by Gillian Clinton using Canadian data from 1953-1973.

crinton's results showed M2 to perform considerabry
better than Mr, both in explaining the variance in
quarterly change in nominal GNE and in predicting the net

impact of money on the Iatter.63 Courchener s second

conclusion is engendered by the particular Canadian

institutional framework which requires banks to hold

reserves against all Canadian liabilities. He posits

that, within such a context, money based on a broader

definition is easier to control than that based on a

narro\^¡ def inition. He f urther argues that control of Mt

implies the Bank of Canada forego control of the overall

size of the chartered banking system as remaining bank

liabilities settle at levels consistent with the

desireable stock of demand deposits.64

The issue of superiority between broad or narrol^t

definitions of money is an empirical one which remains

unresolved. However, the evidence for Canada indicates
i: r1 :r .l:::
I.c.1i:.iir:ii
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that only the narrow aggregates display a consistently

negative relationship with short term interest rates.

Achieving Monetary Objectives

Precise information about the movement of

monetary aggregates -either narrovû or broad is not

immediately available. This necessitates the use of short

run operating targets over which the central bank has

direct control and that have fairly predictable results on

the chosen monetary aggregate. Alternative short run

operating targets are the monetary base, bank reserves t or

interest rates. Depending on the choice of the short run

operating instrument, the growth rate desired for the

monetary aggregate is translated into a relevant growth

rate in either the monetary base or bank reserves t ot an

appropriate level of short term interest rates. The

actual growth rate of the monetary aggregate is then used

as an indicator of monetary policy. There are an infinite
number of monthly or quarterly growth patterns that can

average out to a targeted yearly rate. Shortfalls or

overshoots in one period, therefore, ffiây be compensated

for in subsequent periods

With the use of either the monetary base or some

measure of bank reserves as short run operating targets,

i. .:
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interest rate levels are demand determined. Such a case

is portrayed in Figure 2-7 wherein the central bank

supplies that leve1 of total reserves (comprised of both

required and excess reserves) estimated as consistent with

the desired monetary growth rate. Short term inÈerest

rates are determined by the interaction of total reserves

demanded (TRa) with those supptied (TRs). Using

reserves as the short run operating mechanism, errors in

achieving monetary goals can arise from both unforseen

shifts in bank demand for excess reserves and movements in

the average required reserve ratio. Such shifts result in'

changes in the tevel of deposits (and thereby in changes

in the money supply) engendered by a given level of total
reserves. In such cases, the use of interest rates as

short run operating targets perform better.

FIGURE 7.-7
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The use of interest rates as short run operating

instruments achieves monetary targets by sliding up or

down the demand for money function. The amount of

reserves supplied, therefore, ât any particular interest

rate, is demand determined. With such an approach to

policy implementat,ionr âs indicated in Figure 2-8, the

supply function TR" becomes horizontal or perfectly
elastic at t0 and the amount of reserves are determined

by the banks' demand for reserves at the particular

interest rate. Errors in achieving money supply goals

with interest rates as the short run target derive from

random shifts in the demand for money or errors in

projected income estimation. Both types of errors tend to

be accomodated. In such cases, a short run reserve target

is superior, in thatr âh increase in the demand for money

isaccommodated only to the extent that the banks

themselves are induced by rising interest rates to

accommodate the increase in demand by increased borrowings

or by drawing down excess reserves.65
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The economic costs of failing to hit monetary

targets in the short run are related to lag structures
between money growth and the behaviour of the economy. If
monetary influence is instantaneous then deviations for

even very short periods could have marked impact. If,
however, it operates with a distributed lag, the effect of

impact at any point in time reflects a weighted average of

past money supply growth rates and thereby, will be

tempered by subsequent compensation. U.S. models of the

St. Louis type suggest a one quarter deviation of Mt

growth from target, amounting to 4 percentage points or

Iess, has essentially negligibte effects on GNP;

devíations from target lasting two quarters have only

moderate effects while deviations amounting to 4

percentage points and lasting for as long as three

quarters have more serious effects.66 The larger scale

structural models, such as the M.I .T. or ¡4. P. S models,

incorporate somewhat longer lags in the money-GNP

relationship. These suggest that sizeable deviations from

Mt target growth rates lasting up to six months can

occur with negligible effects providing there is
subsequent countervailing growth.67 Pierre Duguay and

PauI Jenkins of the Bank of Canada found similar Canadian

evidence using both RDX2 and a reduced form model. MI

hras raised over two quarters to a peak deviation of 5

percent from control, maintained for two quarters and

l r.',:.:::r;
...... -: :..
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subsequently reversed. A maximum effect of one percent on

nominal GNP occured in quarter 6 with RDX2 and two percent

in quarter 7 using the reduced form monetarist model. Due

to a secondary cycle induced by exchange rate movements in

RDX2 however, GNP did not stabiLLze around control values

until seven years after the initial shock.68

The superiority of interest rates, the monetary

base or bank reserves as short run operating targets is

also an empirical issue that remains unresolved. In an

article on implementing monetary aggregate objectives,

Richard Davis computed a table of errors in forecasting

incurred by using all three as alternative independent

variables.69 His results indicate the reserve and

interest rate targets superior to the Federal Reserve Bank

of St. Louisr money-reserve base multiplier method. All

three methods do very poorly in forecasting monetary

growth rates for individual months. However, as time

horizons are lengthened, the results are considerably

better but the errors are not negligible. Vühiter s

Canadian study, which deals only with interest rates as

the short run operating targets, similarly shows a high

incidence in forecasting errors, which Iessen somewhat as

time horizons are expanded to 6 months.70 Consequently,

shortening the attempted time horizon of monetary control

increases the technical problems of monetary management

,:.,::r
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and the likelihood of an unacceptable degree of money

market instability.

Lengthening the per iod of control, however,

increases probable deviations of aggregate demand and

related variables from final policy objectives. Tl All

economic evidence points to lags between a change in

operating targets and the fuI1 impact of that change on

the money supply. Most econometric work suggests the

ef f ects take approximately six t,o eight months to work

themselves ouL.72 This implies that a maintained

increase in the supply of bank reserves or a

once-and-for-al1 rise in the chosen interest rate target

wíIl not have its full effect on the leve1 of the money

supply for several months.73
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The L975 Annua1 Report of the Bank of Canada

comprehensively outlined the shift in general orientation

of Canadian monetary policy. The main objective of

current policy was stated as the control of domestic price

inflation; the underlying principle to be a rate of

monetary expansion which more closely approxinated

sustainable real economic growth. Policy intentions wer.e

defined in terms of a range within which the Bank was

currently attempting to keep the trend rate of increase in

the money stock and this range gradually would be lowered

over time.

As background to the changed focus of policy, the

Report described the emerged divergence between Canadian

and foreign price trends. It cited the Lg72 Lg74 period

of strong external 'demand 
f or pr imary commodities as

having added substantially to Canadian incomes and

expectations of further increases. Such expectations were

not dampened by the energy crisis of Iate L973 as

Canadians then regarded themselves as being largely

insulated from that event. In consequence, the impacL of

the 1974 L975 recession was much less severe in Canada

than in other countries; the decline in Canadian real GNP

was approximately I L/22 compared with over 6 L/22 in the

U.S. and 5 I/42 in Germany. The corollary to this

situation \rras that by the end of L975 the U.S. and Germany
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were experiencing considerably improved balances in their
international payments and rates of price increases in the

58 to 72 range whereas Canada showed a large increase in

current account deficit and an inflation rate of close to

118. UnIíke the other countries, wage and salary

increases continued to escalate in Canada through 1975

and, as the largest element in prices, resulted in higher

Canadian prices. In addition, the relative strength of

Canadian domestic demand maintained imports at high levels

while demands for exports faltered. The relative buoyancy

of the Canadian economy, thereby, was reflected in a

distinctly less favourable evolution of domestic costs and

balance of international payments. l

The Report suggested that under the circumstances

more restraint should have been placed on Canadian

aggregate demand through L973 and L974 and implied that

the discretionary monetary policy prevalent during

previous years had exerted destabilizing influences on the

trend of expenditure gro$rth.2 Current policy,

therefore, would rely on stable monetary growth in order

to secure contra-cyclica1 changes in credit conditions in

the short run and price stability in the long run. The

measure of the money stock chosen as target and indicator
of policy was the public holdings of currency and demand

deposits (Mr) and the contror instruments short term
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interest rates.

The stated basis f or Lhe selection of Ml Ìt,as

the apparent systematic relationship of that aggregate

with the trend of national expenditure and those short

term interest rates most directly subject to central bank

influence. It was observed that the Canadian public had

tended over the long run since the beginning of the

1970rs, to increase Mr hordings by crose to lE for each

IE rise in the money value of GNE while responding in the

short run to changes in short term interest rates. A rise

in the latter, and thereby an increase in the opportunity

cost of holding non-interest bearing balances, would

prompt a downward adjustment in the average leve1 of Ml

that the public would be willing Èo hold per dollar of

GNE; a decline in short term rates would have the opposite

effect. Similar relationships using a broader measure of

the money stock were remarked to have become less clear

subsequent to the institutionat changes enacted by the

1967 Bank Act revision.3

The Bankfs decision to use short term interest

rates as the operating instruments of policy Iikely

reflected the wish to ninimize the impact of money supply

control on interest rates and the exchange rate. A cash

base target would require interest rates to respond freely
l:::t;:::
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to any short run shifts in either the demand for or supply

of money. The available casual and econometric evidence

indicates a great deal of short run instability in demand

for money functions and therefore considerable week to

week and month to month changes in money growth rates.

This would inply unacceptably large interest rate changes

to clear money markets subjecÈ to cash base control and

substantial exchange rate volatility as a consequence.

Control of a narrow measure of the money stock

follows logicalty from the use of short term interest

rates as operating inst,ruments. As many components of

broad money are interest bearing, the pace of growth

responds to interest rate changes in much lesser degree

than that of narrow money. Furthermore, growth of broad

money reflects changes in interest rate differentials

between deposit rates and other market rates. The latter

includes rates which are not directly subject to central

Bank control and the former reflects the desire of

financial institutions to attract monies to source their

loan portfolios.4 Attempts of the Bank to control a

broad rather than narrow aggregate, therefore, would

like1y require considerably wider movements in short term

interest rates in order to achieve monetary targets with

similar precision.

.'"-_ --'__--__--!:ff1
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It is not clear that, technically, the relative

precision with which alternative aggregates can be

controlled should be a major criterion for choice between

them.5 However, it is likely that the abitity of the

authorities to hit, monetary targets with reasonable

accuracy over time would contribute to a general lessening

of inflationary expectations. To t,he extent, therefore,

that inflation is directly determined by inflationary

expectations, then any given reduction in inflationary

expectations will reduce inflation without the necessity

of highe-r levels of excess capacity. Given the emphasis

placed by the Bank on the role of inflationary

expectations in Canada it is likely that precision in

attaining monetary targets was considered desireable.

The initial projected increase for the money

stock was specified, on an annual basis, as not less than

108 and below 158 measured from the average leveI of MI

in the second quarter of L975. A 58 annual increase in

the trend rate of Ml was judged sufficient to accomodate

real growth in the Canadian economy under conditions of

price stability but inadequate under circumstances of

built in inflation. The 10S 158 range was considered

adequate for a continuing rate of growth in the nominal

value of national income of roughly 138 to LAZ at

unchanged interest rates. The behavior of prices and
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hzages was perceived key to whether that magnitude of

aggregate spending would result in satisfactory growth and

employment. If wage and price increases continued at

undiminished rates the level of spending thus generated

would be reflected in actual growth of i{l exceeding the

upper limits of the target range. The Bank, therefore,

would act to raise interest rates thereby restraining

spending and output. To the extent rates of vüage and

price increases slackened, t,he level of spending would be

less than anticipated and interest rates would be lowered'

encouraging production and employment to grow more

rapidly.6

The inception of a money supply strategy by the

Bank of Canada gave a more passive role to all final
policy objeclives other than price stability. Credit

conditions remained the intermediate targets of policy but

these would be consistent with monetary objectives.

Changes in the cost of credit for economic stabilization
purposes would be enacted only when actual rates of money

expansion were above or below the targeled range.

Di fferentials reflecting diverse domestic and

international credit conditions, therefore, could be

expected to arise whenever warranted by Canadian monetary

conditions. Interest rate and exchange rate volatility

would be minimized to the extent the chosen methods of

| ':
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implementation would accomplish this but the 1-975 Annual

Report cautioned

. . . the pursuit of a policy of stable mon_etary
expansion requi res that interest rates and t.he
exchange rate be allowed scope . for such movement
as may be needed in either direction, not only
over the course.of business cycles, but also over
shorter períods.','

i..a, -
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Technical Underpinnings

The current Canadian strategy in implementing

policy maintains interest rates as the central
transmission mechanism. Changes in the cost of credit are

expected to influence the spending decisions of consumers

and investors and, thereby, output, employment and

prices. Such changes, a rise or fal1 in short term

interest rates, will be determined by monetary expansion

which exceeds or falls below the projected rate. The

latter is based on accomodating a specific rate of change

in nominal output consistent with a gradual slowing in the

rate of price rises and long run real economic growth in
Ehe five percent range. S The behavior of prices

t.herefore is key to the behavior of real output and

employment.

The Bank attempts to achieve monetary objectives

in sliding up or down t,he demand f or money f unction.

Short term interest rates, therefore, are set to be

consistent with a money forecast which is conditional on

the current income forecast. At the specific interest

rate setting, the money supply is demand determined.

Unlike a cash base settingr âDy unexpected changes in

either nominal income or demand for money at any given

I.
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income level do not automaticatly cause interest rate

changes. Money supply figures, however, are available

weekly in Canada and therefore quickly indicate to the

authorities any difference between the actual rate of

expansion and that expected. The Source of the error and

therefore the desired action is not apparent at least

until the publication of the quarterly National Income

Accounts, two months after the end of the specific

quarter. However, preliminary evidence for both Canada

and the U.S. suggests that monetary aggregates can deviate

from desired growth paths for as long as two quarters or

more with no major effects' providing that some

countervailing movement is initiated in subsequent

quar ters . 9
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As iltustrated in Figure Lt the Bank sets short

term interest rates at ro consistent with projected
nominal income Yo. rf in fact this represents a lesser
increase in real income and a greater pace in price

inflation than expected, this would result in more excess

capacity with a consequent downward pull on price

increases. At interest rate fo the money supply is
perfectly erastic at LMo and therefore, demand

determined. Assuming a stable demand for moneyr ânY

divergence in actual growth of Mr holdings from the

targeted range of expansion indicates that nominal income

is growing faster or slower than forecast. If forecast

yo accurately reflects the components of aggregate

demand and supply in the economy, the demand for MI

ffibalances wilI be on target. If, however, nominal income

is actually at Yl with lsr, this wirr be ref l-ected in
the money supply figures growing more rapidly than

projected. Price and output indicators will suggest

whether Lhe unanticipated rise in nominal incöme

represents an accelerated pace in prices or real output.

Should it, be determined a result of price increases or

growth in real output in excess of the long run

sustainable range, the Bank will act to raise interest.

rates in order to shift spending and income back in the

desired direction.

l:..i: I i..-
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An increase in interest rates would tend to
reduce domestic demand in discouraging consumer

expenditure, residential construction and business

investment in new capital goods. Furthermore, the rise in
interest rates would induce more inflow of foreign capital
which wourd tend to appreciate the exchange rate thereby

reducing external demand for Canadian exports and

encouraging substitution of imports for more expensive

domestic Aoods. The economy's demand curve, therefore
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conceivably, would shift left as in Figure 2 from DID'

to D0D0. Equilibrium output demanded at the initial
price level PI would be reduced to Y0, creating excess

capacity measured by Yl y6 and placing downward

pressure on the price IeveI. The excess capacity and

possible price decrease would tend to shift the demand for
labour down toward P0.f(N), in Figure 3, fairly rapidly
increasing unemployment by NI Ng and encouraging a

downward shift in the labour supply curve (to the extent

workers lowered wage denands). As the economy's supply

curve responded and shifted down from S1, equilibrium
would obtain at a nevit leve1 of output somewhere below Yl

but above Yo.

Should the money supply figures, however,

indicate an increase (or decrease) that is not

corroborated by income figures, this likely reflects a

shift in the demand f.or money at any given income level.

A monetary shift such as this should not be allowed to

impact on aggregate demand. The Bank therefore would not

raise (or lower) interest rates in deducing such a shift.

Rather if the shift Ì^ras thought to be permanent the target

rate of monetary expansion should be raised (or lowered).

The underlying 'premise of the Bank of Canadar s

current method in implenenting policy is a predictable
Æë
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function for Ml balances having explanatory variables of
national income and interest rate levels. Unforeseen

disturbances are expected more likely to occur in the real
sector of the economy. Under such circumst,ances, Poolers

stochastic analysis suggests the optimal policy strategy

to be a money stock target. The latter would mininize the

Ioss from any divergence in the actual levet of income

from that projected. As indicated in Figure 2-5 of

Chapter 2 | given a stable LM curve and an unstable IS

curve, a money stock target would impry LMI and income

between Y2 and Y3; an interest rate setting at r*
would result in LM, and income between y1 and y3.

The Bank, hohrever, has found it preferable to use

interest rates as the control instrument in order to

minimize the risk of undesireable interest rate movements

over the short run rather than set the caèh base and avoid

the dangers of a slightly slower policy response to

unexpected income shocks.l0

Moreover, the continued use of interest rates as the

operating instrument enables policy to be quickly directed

to exchange rate objectives should that become

desireable. A money stock target would not.

i:1.:i _
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Policy Implementation
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SOURCE: Bank of Cëtrila-da Arinual Repor:t 197g
Bank rate rchange superimþosed on:l di.a.gram.

The initial t,arget range of between 108 to 15B

annual increase in the narrowly defined money supply

(Mf) was lowered: in August Ig76, to between 8Z-I2Z¡ in
October L977, to 7Z-LLZ; and in late summer of L978 to

6E-108. Actuar increases in Mr holdings on an annual

basis v¡ere:10.7å measured from the average leveI in
L975-2 Q¡ 8.9S measured from the three months centred on

March L976; 8.5å measured from a June L977 base; and just
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over gZ measured from June 1978.11 In general,

movements in short term administered rates conformed to

divergence of actual growth in the money supply from

projected targets. In response to a rapid increase in

MI holdings, policy was directed to ensure a rise in
short term rates in late L975 and early L976. It l^¡as

eased in late L97,6 when i t became apparent that MI

balances were growing well below the current range. In

early L978, policy agaín hras directed to ensure a rise in

interest rates. At the time, money supply growth $tas well

within the target range and the intent of policy was

prompted by exchange rate considerations. Further rate

rises through L978 r^¡ere consistent with both money supply

and exchange rate objectives.

In implementing policy, the Bank of Canada relied

heavily on open market operations. From late Lg75 through

the end of |977, these operations vüere clearly determined

by monetary objectives. The Bank was an active seller in

the market until late L976 and a net purchaser thereafter

through L977. During L978, in line with the intent of

defending the exchange rate, the Bank was a net purchaser

of sizeable quantities of Treasury Bills; prices in these

money market instruments thereby were established at

levels consistent with increased yields. The Bank

therefore promoted a rise in short term rates without
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actively constraining grov,tth in the money supply'

Chartered bank liquidity, as reflected' in the ratios of

canadian Liquid Assets and Free Liquid Assets, continued

thedecliningtrendapparent'inrecentyearSbutata
lesser rate in Lg77 and L978; the excess cash reserve

ratio increased in Lg78, the first such increase in recent

years.

TABLE I

lr:: l

ì-;..::l

BåòtK CF 6.q¡¡ ¡¡et pu¡ctuses tiqn (+) or net saFs to (-) i¡vest¡¡ent dealers q¡td E#ûEÅI,CÍ{S)

Eeãs¡ry BordsG) Ban¡<ersr ,^. ..sr¡ÞtpÈal of
bills ty*r* 3 - 5 5 - 10 gver âccepËanceé¿' biJ.ls atd bcnds

á"â urder years Years 10 I'ears #ffi'

Lg75 +610.2 -34.5 -60.3 +34-4 - .'g7.5 +452'3

Lg76 + 326.6 - 84.4 -385.9 + 46.1 - 97'6

Lg77 +1598.0 + 36.1 'L27.6 75.2 +1431'3

1978 +2235.9 + 35.5 -53-1 + 8.0 +2226'3

(lèr.oiei"¿ ily I'ee¡s to rmtr¡rit1' at ui¡ne o€ t¡lansacLions'

(2t r,¡o nratr.rrlng bankersr accePt¡nces

$URCE: APEE¡Dfi rAB!,8 III: Bålú( OF etqOa ¡¡Wn¡
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TABLE II

,;:,t.,:i[ì]r: 'l

CEARÎERED BAHKS:

EiCESS

EXCESS CASE RESERVEST CANÀDIAN
[rOUxD ASSETS; FREE LIQUID ASSETS

Cã¡tTDIA\ FREIER/
afERGR
(A'tRÈ@,

CASH RESESITE LTCUID àSSEI LIQTIID ÀSSET
RACTO R¡( O FAIÍO

.ã¡TMAL
l!t75 .059
1976 .044
L977 .0E2

I 1978 .049

'1975 L .055
2 .o57
3 .064

t 4 .060

,1976 I .048: 2 .054
3 .032
4 .04I

l9T7 L .034: 2 .029
i 3 .043

4 .061

tg78 L .043
2 .034
3 .049
4 .059

19.6
18.3
L7.2
16.5 6.5

20-9 9.4

8.6
7"7
7.r

19.7
19-0
18.9

18.6
18-6
18.2 7.6
t7 -9

16.8
17-L

t6-7
16¡ 3

8.7
8.I
8.2

?.6
8-1

7.4

6.9
7.L

L7-6 7.3
17.3 7.2

16.9 6.7
6.8
b-5

16.1 6.2

SCIRCE: BBLE 5 BANK CF Câ¡gDÀ.vôyIIliC RElIIEfts gIE!tsER,
L976¡ CCAttsER, 1977r SæIE4BER t L97B¡

åFPtstr)D( ÎABIE TT, 8Alü CÉ. CA¡\BDA ÀNN(nL RFORTS,
teJs,.L?7r.LEn! \e78

Financing operations undertaken for the

Government rengthened the overall maturity structure of
debt and sourced a growing proportion outside the banking

system. Treasury Bills represented an increasingly
significant portion of nev¡ debt issued.
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Net fiíùanci¡g reqrfuønent

Þqlùdijrg Inch:ding
for.eign foreigrn
e;<ctra¡ge occhange
firancing firnnc-ing
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Canadian dollar fi¡arici¡g reqi¡irenent net h¡:
Htreicn or Increase in hofrÉngs of Canadian dollar secr¡rities
increase (-) outside Go\rernnent áccor¡nts
i¡ Canadian
dollar castr

lbta1 Banlclng systen

Bank of Chaftered
Canaila Banks

Cæ¡eral Rrblic

Ca¡nda l¡larketable
Sawings securities
Borlds

I 5,674

4.129

i 7,L64

tL,759

4,967

4,677

6,L78

6,238

I,C24

557

-l,619

-I,759

3.943

4,r20

7,797

I,092

841

572

1,ti53

r,74r

-3s1

872

494

284

2,664 789 L975

.Ì55 I,92L 1976

1,660 3,390 1977

1,933 4,084 1978

SOU¡.CEI Bank of Cang-q3 Review, Table 2, October, 1979

1975 and 1976

Open market operations over L975 resulted in the

Bank of Canada being a net purchaser of ç452 nitlion par

value Government of Canada securities and Bankers

Acceptances. Almost 908 of these purchases, however,

occured in the first half of the year. From June onr the

Bank $¡as a substantial seIler in the market of short term

bonds. Although the target range of above I0Z and below

I5? $ras not specified until November, policy was already

well aimed at restricting the growth of Mr hordings to
within that range. The Bank Rate was increased from I
L/42 to gZ in early September. A sharp upward movement in
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money market rates immediately following the September

increase hras moderated but the Bank quickly resumed a

seller stance in the market early in the third quarter as

downward pressure on rates emmerged when U.S. rates turned

down. Bank purchases of Treasury Bills and Bankers

Acceptances ín December were related to offsetting the

year-end seasonal increase in note circulation and in

fact, in order to discourage any downward movement in

short term rates, a lesser u*ouna of Bankers Acceptances

was purchased than during the previous year.I2

In early L976, to counter continued downward

pressure on rates, the Bank tightened cash reserve

management sharply and sold substantial amounts of short

and mediurn term bonds. Beginning money suppty figureà

were distorted by the interruption of mail service from

late October until early December but following the

rerease of the February MI figures, which indicated a

158 increase in annual terms the Bank raised the Bank Rate

to 9 L/22. rn the following months, Ml growth slowed to
well below the lower limits of current range. With the

exception of a short period subsequent to the March rate

increase, the Bank remained a strong seller in the market

untit late June.13

f..

In line with the intention of gradually slowing
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monetary expansion the targeted range was lowered in

Augustrto between 83 and L2Z measured from the 3 months

centered on l4arch. The rate of growth in Ml from the

second quarter of l-975 to the new base was approximatety

L2Z I in annual terms, which r^ras about the centre of the

previous target range.14 It became apparent shortly
after the new range was announced that Ml growth

remained well below the lower limits of the ne\^r range.

The Bank of Canada lowered the Bank Rate to gZ in 1ate

November and to g I/22 in late December. The 108 to 153

target range had been expected to support a 134 L4Z

increase in nominal income at unchanged interest rates.

In fact, over L976, a 15.68 increase in nominal income was

underwritten by an 83 rise in narrow money with slightly

higher interest rates. The L976 Annual Repôrt noted that

the increasing shortfall of Ml was somewhat more

pronou'nced than could be attr ibuted solely to the

weakening economic situation and suggested the possibility

of a shift in the public's demand for transactionary

balances. l5

Reflecting the trend of policy, the Bank of

Canada vras a net se]ler in the market of over $97 million
of short and medium term securities during L976. Within

the chartered banking system, excess cash reserve ratios

declined from a mean of .059 in Lg75 to .044 in Lg76 and

'11:
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the mean Free Liquid Asset ratio declined from 8.6 to

7.7. In addition, the average level of government

deposits at the banks decreased from ç2954.5 miltion in
L975 to ç2732.4 million in L976.

In managing the public debt, the Bank engaged in

financing operations during lg75 which raised just under

$¿ BilIion from Canadian securities: roughly $600 million

through the issue of Treasury Bills, $800 million through

the sale of marketable bonds, and $2600 nillion through

Canada Savings gonds.16 A similar amount vras raised in

J-976 but a considerably smaller proportion in CSBs;

roughly $1600 million was sourced by Treasury Bill issues,

$1800 million by marketable bonds and $755 million by

CSB ' s.17 Corresponding to the decreased emphasis on

CSBs, more reliance was placed on marketable securities.

Security holdings by the general public in L975

indicated the first such increase since L969 and

represented 202 of the monies raised. This trend hras more

pronounced in L976 with such holdings providing over 462

of the total. Another notable development in ir976 vras the

increase in Treasury Bills held outside the banking system

to $Lt42g nillion from $559 miltion in f975.18 The

banking system accounted for L2Z of the total increase in

securities holdings in L975 and 35å in L976r in L975 this

:t.. -,
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represented only Bank of Canada acquisitionsr âs

contrasted in L976, to a LAZ increase in Bank of Canada

holdings and a zLZ increase in those of the chartered

banks. In addition, new bond issues in L976 displayed a

marked shift toward the longer end of the maturity

structure. This $¡as the first such lengthening in over

ten years.l9

As agent for the Exchange Fund Account, the Bank

operated in the foreign exchange market as a net seller of

some $707 million in foreign exchange in 1975 and a net

buyer of $S¿g million in L976. I_n both years ' these

essentially were routine smoothing operations and

reflected downward pressure on the Canadian dollar over

Lg75 and upward pressure over L976.20

L977

Holdings of MI balances continued to display
weak growth in early L977 and the Bank Rate' consequently'

$tas further reduced to 83 on February 1. This reduction

was accompanied by a decrease in the chartered banksl

secondary reserve ratio from 5 L/22 to 58. This provided

more liquidity within the banking system and less

necessity for the banks to fund loan expansion by growth

in term deposi ts '- thereby allowing the rates on such
l.íiLr
;:,'.',t,
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deposits to decline. Growth of Ml recovered modestly

and temporarily to just below the lower limits of the

range but fell back sharply in April. The Bank Rate was

reduced further in early May to 7 L/22, where it remained

through the end of the year. Following the May decrease,

Ml rebounded and Ì¡ras approximately within the middle of
the target range by June. In October, the Bank announced

a nevit target range of between 7Z to 1I3, measured from a
June base. The growth of the money supply from the

previous base vüas approximately 94, in annual terms,

placing the starting point for the nerv range at the

midpoint of the previous range.2l

The Bank of Canada Ì^ras a net purchaser of some

$1431 million of securities in open market operations over

L977. These largely represented acquisitions of Treasury

Bills. Apart from January, when the Bank sold both short

and medium term securities in order to temporarily resist
further decreases in short term rates, bond transactions

essentíaIIy represented switches of medium term for

shorter term maturities. The mean excess cash reserve

ratio at the chartered banks declined only marginally

during L977 to .042 and the ratio of Free Liquid Assets

feII somewhat less than in the previous year to 7.L. The

average level of government deposits at the banks

increased substantially to $3133.9 million.
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Through L977, the Bank engaged in financing

operations for the Government which raised close to $g

billion of ne\^r f unds in Canadian markets: roughly $2,500

million through Treasury BiII issues, $3r900 million in

Bond issues and over $11600 million by Canada Savings gond

sales.22 Trends established the previous year were

continued in that: holdings of Treasury Bills outside the

banking system continued to increase and accounted for

more than one quarter of the total amount outstanding; the

average term to maturity of outstanding marketable bonds

vüas further lengthened; and atthough marginally lower than

the previous year, the public continued to source a large

proportion of Canadian debt with acquisitions of

marketable securities. 23

As agent for the Exchange Fund Account the Bank

sold some $9S6 million in foreign exchange assets in an

effort to moderate the downward trend in the exchange

rate. In addition, a seven year U.S. dollar revolving

stand-by credit facility !ûas arranged by the Bank of

Canada with the chartered banks, entitling the Government

to borrow up to U.S. $1.5 billion. The f acility vras to

enable the Exchange Fund Account to replenish its holdings

of U.S. dollars if so required.24

i:r iì
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As stated in the L978 Annual Report, a major

objective of policy during the year was to moderate the

downward movement of the exchange rate in the face of

rising interest rates in t,he United States.25 PoIicy,

therefore, attempted to re-establish differentials between

Canadian and U.S. rates. In response to a significantly

narrowed Canadian U.S. differential and a sharp drop in

value of the Canadian dollar over the first three months,

the Bank Rate ÌÄras increased to 8? on March 9 and to I I/22

on April 4t notwithstanding that money supply figures vrere

well within the target range. Following the rate

increases and a levelling of U.S. rates, the differential

between Canadian and U.S. rates widened to approximately

l-25 150 basis points. This hras lost, however, as U.S.

rates resumed their upward trend in the second quarter.

The Bank Rate' was successively raised further to 9Z on

JuIy 26, 9 I/2e" on September L2, 10 L/42 on October L6, 10

3/42 on November 6 | and followed the trend of rate

movements in the United States. The movement in Canadian

rates did comply with monetary objectives to the extent

that money supply figures in the third quarter indicated a

sharp increase and reflected heightened economic

activity. Fourth quarter money supply figures vrere

disorted due to a brief postal strike in October and a
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Canada Savings Bonds.26

L23

associated with redemptions of

In September a new monetary target range of

between 6Z to 10å measured from the June I L97 8 base was

announced. Actual growth of MI balances from June I Lg77

to Junet L978 was 8.58. The starting point for the neht

range, therefore, !ùas just under the centre of the old

r ange.27

Open market operations by the Bank of Canada over

Ig78 largely vüere confined to sizeable purchases of

Treasury Bills. A notable exception to this, however, vüas

the sale in october of over $SO million of long term

bonds. This was the first such sale in recent years. The

Bank was a net purchaser in the market of ç2t226 million

of Treasury Bitls, bonds and Bankers Acceptances. Within

the chartered banking system: the ratio of Free Liquid

Assets continued to decline while the mean excess reserve

ratio rose to .049 and the average level of Government

deposits increased appreciably to $4870.6 mi11ion.28

The Bank engaged in financing operations for the

Government which raised approximately $g billion in

Canadian markets; $2.8 billion through the issue of

Treasury Billst $3.4 billion through the sale of

;.:, ::r.lì.::ìii
;:.i-;':.r.i:): i:
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marketable bonds and $f.9 billion through Canada Savings

Bonds. The patterns of the two previous years were

continued. The proportion of Treasury Bills held outside

the banking syst,em increased to 30 3 of the total
outstanding and the average term to maturity of Canadian

debt was further lengthened.29 In addition, the

proportion of debt. sourced outside the banking system rose

substantially and the percentage of that held in

marketable securities $¡as further increased.

Over 1978, the Bank also undert,ook a number of

foreign currency borrowings for the Government U.S.

$1.5 billion was raised through two public offerings in

U.S. capital markets and I,500 million Deutsche Marks, in

Germany, through a combined note offering and bank loan.

In addition, two medium term stand-by credit facilities

aggregating U.S. $5.5 billion r^7ere established. The

revolving credit facility with Canadian chartered banks

was increased to ç2.5 billion and a U.S. $¡ billion r

eight year revolving credit facility, was arranged with a

consortium of U.S. and other foreign banks. As of

December 31 , U. S . $1. 4 billion on the facili ty wi th

Canadian banks and U.S. $1.3 billion on the facility with

the international banks had been drawn.30

As agent for the Exchange Fund Account, the Bank
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of ç5,476 million

extreme downward

the year.
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exchange
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market as a net seller

assets. This reflected
Canadian dollar during
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TABLE IV

sWffiC¡MBN
(þ@ of dW bôsôd 6 Êeô6@Uy ådjut€d dÀ6, F¡gt4o rab¡ u¡66a oùtYI$ Irdlød,

OEia€ HI C2 T3 MédM æ ln æ at m Conslffi t¿bdù o.S.dot¡adir6È 6st4Ë fElæ pElé lÈ for€ tn Cànå¿¡lÀprle prle ¿bllÂb ælrdlng ¿ol¡E
food

iuør gprqy"ao¡EÀlù c¿¡uÀl&
rqùfd òotlù
ææB eJd

æsts

1975 t3.8 ¡5.0
19?6 8-ô 12.6
lr?? 8.3 lt.o
l9?8 ro.t 10.?

t4.7
r8.4
15.8
13.?

l9?5 r 24.3 t7.5 rt.?
. ¡r l?.0 1s.2 7.2. ¡lr 16.2 ¡2.5 16.l

N 2?,0 14.2 18.{

10. r 3.5 I. ? Ì,01?3
9.4 2,3 2.1 0.986t
7.9 2.9 t.û 1.0635
6.4 3. ? 3. { 1. l{02

$.q i:ê -?:E 1;3lll
rõlã 2.a 2.2 1.010?
11.4 4,I 3.6 t.0108

a-B 2;I 1.4 0-9950
'a ç -o-l -1.0 0.9709
;'.; 3.5 2.0 0.9116
9.7 0.5 -0.6 0.9931

r.2 10.8s.,t L72.1 ?. 0
3.r 6.4

o.3 a-72.0 8.54.7 ¡.3. I
4.2 t0.?

5.6
9.1
ø,7

10.0

r.5
-r.1.3
-0.9
B.l

19.0
r0.5
¡6.6
14.7

l8.l
14.?
13.6
13.5

15.9 12.t
¡6.? 15.6
15.? 9.5
la,? I0.0

¡7-t 8.?
7,7 ¡0,?

l{.6 10.5
16-s 15.3

1976 I -{.0
II 3.3
t¡¡. ?.6. rv {.2

7.L r8. {
La,1 26.6
1{.4 t{,6
¡6.6 16.8

t2.6 Lr
5.0 12.4

-1.? 5, I
2,2 9.2

3.6 4.7
2.0 8. 9
t.9 6.2
5,8 á. 5

2.2 :6.¡
¡.:6 8.8
4.6 5-2''3.O t.5

l9?? ¡ ø.7 16.2 t6.2¡r 12.0 r2.7 15, I
r¡r 10.0 . 9;s ' 12.5
¡v lt.2 10.3 l3,l

¡9?8 r 5.8 ¡.i s.?rr 9..8 9.? rl. {
rrr r{.1 12.t 16.2
¡rt: 1{.7 l9.l 25.2

3-8 3.9 I.Ir35
i'.; ,t.4 r{.0 1.1269
6-6 4.0 4.4 ¡.1'135
s.i ¡.9 2.9 ¡.r?83

¡t.4
21.9
7.4
2.6

r0. a
7.6
?.8

13.8

5.6
r{. 9
l¡. ô
6.¡

21.0
10. I
l.¡

r1. a

8.a
ll. t
0.{

r0- ¡

7.2 a.7
8.0 e.6
6.1 3.6
8.3 3.3

2.9 1.03t0
2.2 1.0525
2.5 1.0?00
2.1 l. ¡019

¡.r.r 8.I
l?.6 L2.5
t0.5 ¡0.1
10.6 a,7

tOu&C6¡ B¡ok o! CànàdÀ novl€v, lable I, @tober. 1979

INTEREST RATES

The rise in Canadian short term rates over L975

and L976, in general, coincided with a decline in U.S.

rates. The spread between comparable Canadian and U.S.

rates, consequently, widened to approximately 4 percentage

points. As the downturn in Canadian rates in late L976

was followed by an upturn in U.S. rates, however, the

ì,: ..r i-::.: ir 1 - -
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differential vTas nearly eliminated by early L978.

Following a temporary levelling in U.S. interest rates and

r ises in Canadian short term rates dur ing l"larch and Apr i1

of that year, the Canada-U.S. differential widened to

approximately I L/2 percentage points. This $¡as reversed

by mid-year and despite further rate rises in Canada, the

spread between Canadian and U.S. short term rates

continued to narrow over the year.

TABLE V

SMMNNNIÐÐEWlrÀß

-NIÞmE-_

¡1975
19?6
'19??
19?0

i

(lnmY

it975r ti2lr'{
1976r I

2
3
I

9-oo s.5¡ a.ts e.¡s b.go rl.06 9.31 9.?s 9.46 5.3t 5.78 g.22
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In conducting monetary policy that contrasted

with that carried out in the United States, therefore, the
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Bank of Canada contributed to a very wide spread between

Canadian and U.S. short-term rates over L976 and a

substantial narrowing of that differential over L977.

Despite the fact that Canadian rate rises followed the

U.S. lead in L978, policy did not succeed in averting a

f'urther narrowing of the dif ferential.

Not all long term rates in Canada rose with short

term rates. Yields on Government of Canada securities
rose modestly over the L975-L976 period but provincial,

municipal and industrial yields declined. As all rates

turned up in Lg78 r ises in Canadian longer term rates vtere

substantially less than short term rates. As a

consequence, the usual upward slope in the yield curve was

reversed by the third quarter of the year with long term

rates lower than short term rates. The lesser rise in

Canadian longer term rates during 1978 reflected in

addition to expectations of future lower short term rates,

a very abundant supply of longer term funds relative to

demand in !h" Canadian market.31 There hras a marked

lack of bond issues in the market. This was due, at leas.t

in part, to the ready availability of lower cost long term

funds from the banking system in the form of income

debentures and term preferred shares.32

i:?:!. : _:
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Due to the decline in U.S. long term yields over
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L976, the spread between Canadian and U.S. long term rates
was maintained until the latter part of that year when

canadian short term rates turned down. Through L977,

however, the differential narrowed significantly and with
the exception of the first quarter, continued this trend

in L978.

Credit Flows

Totar funds raised by non financial borrowers

rose from $¡9.4 billion in L975, to $40 billion in L9761

to ÇAq.2 billion in L977, to $56.2 bittion in Lg7g, and,

as a percentage of GNP, represented 20.2E in L97st 20.92

in L976t 2r.Lz in L977t 24.42 in Lg7g. This, largery,
refrected increases in private sector requirements during

r976 and r977 and of federar government requirements in
L977 and L978. Provincial and municipal borrowing

requirements increased moderately in r976, from the

already high leve1s of the previous year but declined
substantially thereaf ter .
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TABLE VT

Gr€dll Expallsion

F€ileral €nt6rpris6s
Pt€vlnclal (dlræt and guar. d6bt).....,............ 5.s

'Mlm¡c|pa|..........
Ndir.l€sldents..

(Nel lloug. bill¡oß ot dollaßl

22.A 27.9 æ.343 3.4 4.8

0.8
5.5
1.7
2.7

^ f3.r 14.5 2134.1 8.0 13.7

8.6 t't.o
0.9 0.6

0-7 0.6
7.1 : 5.6
1.3 0.4

12.3 12.6
f0.9
1.t

z4
1-7

. 0.5

. 2.6

':.i

iTotd.{unds ra¡sod 33,4 .40.0 44.2 SA.2 ;':: a:
llq$!tur¡dsra¡sedabroad...............,...-............ 6.9 1o.z i¡.g LE ..,_,:1

'Frndr,ralsad ln Canada .......-................,.,.......... 26.5 29.8 SO.O
(64 á,porc€ntage of cNP)..............-.-................. (.16¡0) OO.5) (12.11

46.6 I

(20.Ð

o t 6 ml trËludr mrtg8gË ògrdrg tron ilþ gffifrar sæto¿
ø E¡dudõ nortgsgÉ borølng.
SOIJRCE: EOOI\A,gð BEV¡E$¡, åFRTL, 1979

The proportion of financing sourced in canada
felI markedly in L976. vüide long term differentiars
between canadian and foreign markets provided an incentive
for canadian borrowers to issue securities outside canada

and for non-residents to invest in domesticarly issued
securities. As a result, the proportion of financing
obtained abroad rose from under zLz of the total in Lg75

to over 252 in 1976. As differentials narrowed over rg77,
the use by canadian borrowers of foreign markets
declined. This trend continued in Lg7g, despite the
federal government's efforts to supplement the reduced
capital inflow from the activities of others. The
proportion of financing secured in canada, accordingly,
rose in L977 and 1978.

Domestic financing of non-financial business
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relied heavily on short term bank loans in irg76 and on

bond and equity issues in L977 and L978 which in L978 r^lere

almost entirely in the form of income debentures and term

preferred shares issued through the chartered banks.

Household financing relied heavily on mortgage loans as

well as the usual forms of consumer credit. Both business

and household sectors borrowed amounts, over the three

years, which were larger than necessary to finance their
net investment expenditures. The excess of funds hras used

to finance large accumulations of financial and existing
rear assets and \^¡ere increasingly denominated in f oreign

currency or located abroad and involved an outflow of

f unds .f rom Canada.33

Exchange Rate

After showing some improvement in L976, the

deficit on Canadats current account balance worsened in

L977 and L978. This was accompanied in all three years by

negative flows of short, term and direct investment

capital. In L976, the net inflow of funds resulting from

Canadian long term borrowing abroad, was larger than

required to finance the current account deficit and to
compensate for the net outflows of capital.
This $ras not the case in L977 and L979.
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TABLE VII

Cahadtan Be¡enc€ of Payments

1975 197e ß77 1978

Mer€handlle trado

(M¡llþñr ot dollars)

33,511 38,132 44,62A 52.39{'
........-. 33,962 36,793 41,712 4,922.. -¿r51 1,339 2,916 3,468

............-. -4,686 -5,651 . -7,432 -E,729

...........;.. 380 511 366 -21
......-. 4,7s7 -3,801 -4,1s0 -5.2E5

Eiportt

Sarîrl6.balárco.
NetùÈnallli..
Cuftãrt âccü¡nt

, LongFtsmr cap¡tal flæs
r Nol dlr€ct lnvestmont...-.......-......-- -190 -865 -Z4O -Z.Oi5I No$Lssu€¡ofcanadlansæurtü€s íæa 0,986 S,gOe-. e.SSO
1 Rsllñ9ilffil3otCanâdlans€€uritl€!.:...................-........-. -851 -933 -938 -1,115'Othetlong-l€fñtran!åctlons,...-............. -62 721 . -185 23
;Totallmg-1efm11ows................-..,-. 3.935 2,909 4,573 A.45i¡

Sñort-tornöap¡tatfløwdD.-.-..,,..-,..........:.....................--.. 4iz -O,sg6 -1.844.:.tJ6Z
I latofioainonaaryãls€ts.,--*..-,....,.....,....,....--r-.--.' . -los s?P, -f,¿â1. -s¡gg

, Over I976, the Canadian dollar in terms of the

U.S.dollar reached a high of U.S. 91.0389 in June and a

lot of U.S. $.9588 in November, closing'at u.S. $.9913.

Both the strength and volatility reflected the heavy but i

uneven inflow of long term capital.34 rn late November, '

)

the narrowing of interest rate differentials between

canada and the u.s. coincided with the victory of the

Parti Quebecois in Quebec. Uncertainties arising from the

Quebec election, therefore, were conbined with
expectations that borrowing abroad by Canadians would be

reduced while the current account deficit remained rarge.

The exchange rate, accordingly, dropped sharply. These

expectations proved accurate and the exchange rate dropped

further over the following two years, closing at U.S.

$.9060 in L977 and U.S. $.8397 in in 1978.
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Monetary Aggregates

Apart from the period from L976t2Q L97722Q, the

Bank largely \Á¡as successful in achieving monetary targets;
growth in the narrow money aggregate (Mr) reflected the

level of short term interest rates and the rate of

increase in the doIlar value of GNE. The abrupt slowing

in M1- over 1976 into the second quarter of Lg77 |

indicated an increase in the observed tendency of recent

years for larger holders of demand deposit balances to

take advantage of facilities made available Èo them by the

chartered banks for minimizing their average holdings of

these deposits.35 rhe average ratio of MI barances to
GNE registered a sharp decline over L976 to 9.42 from over

103 in Lg75 and remained at g.3Z through Lg77 and f978.

This implies that a shift in the demand for Ml balances

did occur during the L976z2Q L97722Q. The slow growth

in the MI aggregate over Lg76 and Lg77, therefore, was

not a reliable indicator that policy should be

substantially eased.

That growth in the money supply during 1978 was

not overly constrained by the substantial rises in short

term interest rates vyas due, as least in part, to the

willingness and ability of the banking system to acquire

assets. The behavior of 90 day deposit rates indicate the

"r::å.i:r":i
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banks, in general, were not unduly restrÍcted in that

year. These deposits represent marginal funds to the

banking system and when liquidity is strained the banks

tend to allow the spread between these and the various

Ioan rates to narrow. The spread between prime and 90 day

deposit rates did exhibit some narrowing in the second

quarter but remained, through I978r oD average very close

to that 'in 1977 and substantially wider than in L976.

Liquidity ratios continued the declini.ng trend apparent in

recent years but the Canadian Liquid Asset Ratio feIl less

than in the two previous years and the Free Liquid Asset

Ratio fell the same amount as in Lg77 a lesser amount,

than in L976.

The broader monetary aggregates, M2 36 and

¡t3 r 
37 grerÁ¡ at rapid rates through Lg76 and the pace

was sustained until the s-econd half of L977 and resumed

after the first quarter of L978. These aggregates tend to
grow faster in periods of rising interest rates as the

counterpart to the decline in demand deposits and money

balances. In addition, the more rapid growth reflected
the fact that the banking system provided greater shares

of credit flows in L976 and L978. The banks in both

years, therefore, competed aggressively for term deposits

in order to fund these credit flows. Growth in M3 also

reflected the growing tendency of the public to hold

irl:3Ì?:aixJ,rir.ì
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foreign currency denominated assets. Foreign currency

deposits at chartered banks increased by more than

one-half in 1978.38 In annual terms, both NI2 and M3

indicate some slowdown in L978 relative to the previous

two years.

Output
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Growth in nominal GNP accellerated from a rate of

roughly l-2Z in Lg75 to over 15 L/22 in L976 and then

slowed to under 108 in 1-977 and just above that rate in

Lg78. Over the per iod, domestic demand essenÈially \^¡as

consumer led by the private sectort policy restraint
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on consumption than on ínvestment

expenditure. To some degree, the lesser impact on

personal expenditure likely reflected persistence in

inflationary expectations and some consequent impetus to

current purchases. External demand increased markedly in

L976 and continued to accelerate over the subsequent two

years as the external value of the dollar fell. As a

result, the proportion of final demand represented by

exports rose over the period while that of gross capiLal

formation declined and the share of personal expenditure

remained roughly the same.

TABLE IX
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Labour I s share of net national income continued

to increase in 1976 and L977 but declined in L978. The

counterpart to this was a reduction and levelling in the

corporate share in L976 and L977 and an increase in that

share in L978. Labour and corporate shares of net

national income, in general, move in opposit,e directions

over the business cycle with labour's share, typically,

rising during a slowdown and that of profits rising during

an expansion. The 1978 rise in the corporate share was

the first such occurrence since L974 and lttas due, at least

in part, to the depreciation of the exchange rate.
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rãú' :Elhm
hñ

opd&. toÊ
f.oñ
]ffi'vo¿ø
ddlì

-7.4 6.6 3.1 5,7
-1.1 7.4 2.4 5.6

-1.1 ?.9 1.9 5,¡l
-12 A.2 2.5 5,2

(S6enally adluel€d 8t annua¡ rates) 1

-7.4 6.9 3.r 17
-13 6.1 3.2 5.8
-1.5 6.6 3.4 5.7
- r.5 6.7 2.7 5.7
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Employment

From a rate of change of L.7Z in L975, employment

increased at, a rate of 2.LZ in L976, I.8E in L977,3.48 in

Lgl8. As this pace vras less than the rate of change in

the labour force, the unemployment rate in Canada

increased from 7Z in L975 to 88 in L977, to 8.53 in L978.

The L978 figure, however, reflected a rate of change which

peaked at 8.5E in annual t,erms during the second quarter

and declined thereafter to 8.22 at the end of the fourth

quarter. In these quarters, the employment rate surpassed

growth in the labour force. This likely indicated some

cumulative effects of the higher employment rates apparent

since the beginning of Lgl8r âs the cost relationship

between capital and labour changed.

Prices and Costs

Price performance in Canada improved over the

period L975 to L978. The degree of improvement, however'

varied with the different aggregage indicators. The GNE

implícit price deflator which nets out the effects of

changing import prices indicated the best performance,

declining from a 10.88 rate of change in L975, to 9.72 in

L976, to 7Z in L977, to 6.42 in L978. The Consumer Price

Index excluding food indicated a similar performance

Lll:
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at 10.1? in 1975, 9.48 in L976, 7'92 in

Lg78. The CPI including food showed

from a 10.83 rate of change in L975 to

rose to 88 in L977 and to 9E in 1978.

L977, and 6.42 in

a marked decline

7.5eo in L976 but

Themoderatinginftuencesonthetrendofprices

viTere food costs in Lg76 and labour costs in the two

subsequent years. Foods costs largely are exogenous to

the canadian economy and therefore any decreases in these

costsrtypicallyrreflectincreasesinworldsuppliesor
in the foreign exchange value of the canadian doIlar.

Both occurred in Lg76, and the impact of this was

registered in the cPI which included all items. The

poorer performance of this index in L977 and L978 reflects

the reversal of this situation as wel-I as t'he impact of

other higher import costs due to the lower value of the

Canadian dolIar.

TABLE XI

Costs Pet t n¡t of OutpÚt(Ù

1975' 1978 1977 1978

(Percenlags change)

......... 16.3 9.1
piofits end ¡VA¡:... 5.6 2.6
Laboúr lncon6 .:.................. 8.1 5.4

1.7 11.0
8.3 4.8

r5.5 13.9
-'16.6 40.1

-9.8 5,3
8.5 3.8

11.6 13.4

I Corporadon CCAo'

N3l lndlt€cl tãxos.........-.*.*--....-.......1
.. 10.7 ' 9.4'

-4.1 14.1

lmÞorl!.--..--....-

............... 1¿7 6.9

lli trË¡Ëff)f"?lH,gm.'*
isi ælE c¡oäc'conn¡nDdm alowrË
i¿i l4çq¡C¡lint"r.f. pæd¡(nelælolgwffir Èùs¡ll€c9þlttsprlr6. hclùdlng CCÂand m¡silffiEluatlon ådþllnail
- ' (i¡V¡)u¿ anrc govlrnñfr| lñdffir lncine, ¡n€fr¡¡llng CCA ud MVÁ'

S<fnCg: mùË!{fc FEUTESI, ÀPRLL' 1979
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UnitlabourcostsdeclinedmarkeÇlyoverL977and

1978. This coincided with lower productivity and'

therefore,wasentirelyattributabletomoremoderate
increases in average money wages.39 Some slower rise in

money wages was apparent over L976, following the

introduction of mandatory wage guidelines in Iate L975,

andbecamemoreevidentinthefollowingyears.In

consequence, labour income contributed, in !978' , just

slightly over 308 of the ct'a"gt in the implicit' price

indexforfinalsalescomparedtoover60sinLgTs.As

the impact of labour costs on prices was reduced that of

profits and inports increased' By 1978' the latter had

become the dominant factor in price increases'

TABI,E XII
Gontrlbutiãn or mput costs lo tt¡6 Year'over'Yeat Av6rage

õanòãï rù¡rnófidt Prlco lndex for Flnal sal6d" . .

h:;;ç:;r:i.i'l

l9?5 1976

I Labou¡¡ncoma .... """"""':-""""--
iProfit! anÛlvA6..
CorÐoreüon CCAo
Oürir lnvastmefl t ¡nc!rn6¡t...-.........-.""
Accn¡Êd nat larm Income...................-
Un¡ncorPoraled lncon6 and CCA:"'-"'
N€l lndlrect lâxee.
rlltÞg-è------
lñå¡É¡irùâ!e*......

(Per cant,

60.6 . 51.0't 46.1 3o.2
4-'l 2,6 1:7 9.7

-1.8 -3.9 -4.6 -2-ø
L1 9.8 5.7 q'1
as -s.7 -3.1 5.7

-1.,' 0.4 -1.1 o'5

-3.5 14.8 9'5 4-2
.zé.ã e.3 30.3 35.7

ãi.s' ts.f 1s.6 11.3

100.0 loo.o 100.0 100.0

.* ffiil-svs''¡oadÍçrns¡t
fuåra r&ilrn¡v not add þandh{'
l;:d;rgirsiooorc ¡sr¡s{,'APRrr" 1e7e

,
ll¡ Fr¡¡æ¡Ë GNÉ9ls IFPÛ!3.

The substanÈiaI reductíon

over Ig77 and in 1978 resulted

international cornpetitiveness'

in unit labour costs

in Canada's imProved

A distinct loss in

f':r 5.::
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Canada's competitiveness occured over L969 to L976 as

indicated in the following tables. It is estimated that,

over those years, Canadars competitive position worsened

148 in domestic currency terms and 232 in U.S. dollar

terms the difference representing the total

trade-weighted ¡ oy effective appreciation of the Canadian

dolIar.40

jIãBLE )CtlI

'Unit labour costs

I

l

Canada .

-

Domællc U.S. S
cuuen¿? lems

Domesllc U.S. S Domætlc. U.S. S
clrency tems drfenct lemg

Gemany

Domestlc U.S. S
c!í€ncy lerñt

Unlled
States Japan Unltêd.Klngdom

u.s. $
lems

'1970

tt971
t1972
ì1973
)1974
1975.
rf976

190$1978

'.t977

11978

(Porc€nlaEe change)

9.6 9.6
6.0 10.1
7.3 22.O

13.7 27.2
'tø.4 8,1
4.8 3.0
4.4 4.8

80.7 118.7

1.8 13.1
-0.9 28.O

8.6 16.8
q.4 11.9
3.8 12.8
5.8 28.0
5.9 8.7
3.3 7.6''1.8 

0.3

- 41.4. 127.4

2.6 1 t.5
0i3 ' 16-¡1

g.s ?.7 2.2
5.1 7.6 3.1
L1 8.5 3.6
5.O 4.0 ¿t.5
9.5' 12,O 5.1' 11.6 7.3.. 5.8

.. 10.0 13.5 ,1.9

00.3. '75.2 33.1

.' 7.O .-1.r 5.3. 3.1 -3.7 5.3

.6.3 6.5
8.5 1 t.0
9.8 11.5
8.8 . 7.4
13.3 8.6
25.3 17.6
15.7 -5.9

126.4 70.2

f.1 - t.ll3.l 24.O

lcanada's competit¡veness ln manulactured goods
(canad¡an unit labour costs relative to those of ¡ts competitors)

Domestic currcncy U.S. dollar rerms

¡970 .

1971 .....-..........
1972 ....-....-.......

¿l.O

3.3
1.1

'-3.O
5.9
0.3
9.4

0.4
1.2
0.3

-0.à
2.9
4,5
4.2

13.9

(Percenlage càan9e)

:

1.7
-2'7 o

n6
-6.7

-11.2,

.r.::ù1

.:iì+Ìi
'-:- l
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IV. Summary and Conclusion

Canadian monetary policy f rom J-975 to 1978, r^ras

in accord with the Bank of Canadars adoption of a money

supply approach to policy implementation. Monetary

targets r^rere determined by the long run objective of

controlling price inflation and policy was directed to the

achievment of targets. The short run contra-cyclical

objective of polícy required interest rates to rise over

L975 J-976 as Ml balances exceeded the target range.

Similarly, slower rates of monetary growth engendered rate

decreases in late L976 and the first half of L977. In

both periods the direction of Canadian policy was opposite

to that followed in the U.S. Exchange rate objectives in

L978 required rates' to rise along with U.S. rates but

proved not inconsistent with monetary objectives. Apart

from the period which coincided with a shift in demand for

money balances , monetary targets r^¡ere achieved wi th

relative precision. This implies that the Bank did not

encounter any slippage in control of monetary expansion

from sources other than the demand for money.

It seems apparent that over L976z2Q L9772 2Q

slow growth in the money supply reflected a shift in

demand for Ml balances, with the public, s desired

holdings of such balances being less at any given income

f.:'r'':
i::::

.:. .:
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leveI. Errors in achieving money supply goals with

interest rates as the short run operating targets occur

from such random shifts. The Bank's use of interest rates

as short run operating instruments was Lhe optinum policy

strategy in this situation, according to Poo1er s

stochastic nodel. Shifts in demand for money should be

met with an interest rate target, thereby preventing

essentially financial disturbances from affecting real

economic activity. The Bank did lower interest rates in

Iate L976 in response to t.he slow rate of growth in the

mo.t"y supply. However, this followed upon a marked

declíne in economic activity in the third quarter which

reflected a slowdown in both real output and price rises.

The Bank opted to further prompt countervailing growth in

the money supply and lowered interest rates again in

February and May of L977 following poor income and

employment figures. Fourth quarter income figures

rebounded sharply. This $ras too soon to reflect the fuII

impact of the May decrease and suggests the Bank possibly

erred in distinguishing the extent of slow monetary growth

caused by economic activity.

lrlhen there is no instability in the demand for

money, the stochastic model determines the optimum policy

strategy to be a money stock target. This limits the

effects ot real sector shifts on income in allowing

l:':.¡:_:¡.r
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interest rates to automatically rise or faIl in an

offsetting hray. A money stock target as the short run

operating instrument 1ikely would have provided some

interest rate rise in late L977 but this undoubtedly would

not have resulted in reestablishing Canadian U.S.

differentials.

With respect to final policy objectives, a marked

slowing in price rises did occur over the period. This,

Iargely, was due to slower increases in money \trages which,

in turn, refÌected not only policy restraint but the

mandatory guidelines imposed in late L975. The guidelines

impinged directly on wage increases and undoubtedly

reduced the extent of restraint, otherwise necessary to

have secured similar results. Moderation in the rate of

wage rises repeatedly had been stat,ed as a principal

objective of policy by the Bank of Canada. The

accompJ-ishment of this did obtain better performance in

domestic prices and international competitiveness.

Moreover, it contributed to a realignment in the relative

cost structure between capital and labour and a rise in

employment levels was evident over L978.

Policy restraint over the period slowed

consumption and investment expenditure. The greatest

impact was on the latter and therefore represented the

i':',r: r':.i..
r, :-' i: : :r:
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possibility of lower capitat stocks and levels of income

in f uture than otherwise would have occured. Wi t,h the

exception of L976, policy did not restrain the import

leakage in final demand. This resulted in high current

account deficits despite substantial export volumes. In

addition the high levels of interest rates over L976

promoted considerable inflows of foreign capital which

implied future adverse effects on the current account

deficit. Even higher rates over Lg78 coincided with

similarly high rates in the U.S. and therefore did not

induce capital inflows. However, exchange rate objectives

in that year prompted Bank of Canada recourse to foreign

capital markets on the part ,of the Government. These

borrowings represented not only future outflows of

interest but possibly higher budgetary deficits.

The implementation of policy in accord with

monetary objectives over L976 and L977 did incurr certain

exchange rate costs. By products of policy were

over-abundant capital inflows in L976 and insufficíent

inflows during L977 to balance capital outflows and the

current account deficits. This htas reflected initially in

exchange rate appreciation and subsequently in

depreciation. Vfithout the extent of capital inflows

induced by policy over L976, appreciation in the value of

the Canadian doIlar would like1y not have occured; the

t':::
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current account deficit remained large and domestic costs

and prices compared poorly with most of Canadars trading

partners. The exchange rate, consequently, fell markedly

following the Quebec election and a downturn in rates in

late L976. Further decreases in rates were enacted in the

first half of 1977 despite the suspicion that slow growth

in the money supply vras an unreliable indicator for

additional easement. To what extent exchange rate

depreciation over L977 could have been averted by any less

ease in polícy is not clear. The current account deficit

continued to increase and there was considerable downward

momentum engendered by circumstances in Quebec. However,

had interest rates not fallen as much I a wider

differential between Canadian and U.S. rates would have

been maint,ained and, conceivably I a lesser rise in

Canadian rates necessary to protect the dollar over L978.

There is some question whether the Bank, in fact,

would have wished to avert the depreciation incurred over

L977. As the L978 Annua1 Report stated:

"Since the size of the deterioration in Canadars
competitive position in earlier years vûas too
great to be made good solely through a gradual
improvement in the trend of our costs relative to
those abroad, a major downward adjustment of the
exchange rate was undoubtedly necessary in order
to correct the large deficit which had emerged in
Canada's international trade in goods and
services.4l

The Quebec situation howevei had added an undesirable
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momentum to the downward adjustment which vlas furthered as

imports increased rather than decreased. There was'

therefore, no indication of a bottom in the downward trend.

The decision by the Bank of Canada to protect the

exchange rate coincided with the 'growing inflationary

impact of import costst in L978 these replaced labour

costs as the largest contributing factor to price rises.

The priority given the exchange rate in early 1978

dictated rises in short term interest rates not warranted

by money supply figures. Despite further rate rises

through the remainder of the year, however, the money

supply figures in subsequent quarters indicated strong

growth. Economic activity had been stimulated by the

depreciation of the exchange rate and policy did little to

impinge upon the banking system. The ready satisfaction

of credit demands was reflected in the money supply

figures.

A review of Canadian monetary policy over L975

L978 suggests that notwithstanding a conceptual shift' the

exchange rate will not and, perhaps indeed, cannot be

ignored for long. PoIicy priority viTas given to monetary

objectives over L976; this is Iess clear in L977 as the

two objectives required similar direction in policy. This

was not the case in the beginning of 1978 but exchange
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rate and monetary objectives of policy hrere not entirely

antagonistic over the year. The degree of harmony'

however, resulted from a combination of high short term

interest rates and sufficient liquidity within the banking

system to provide considerable domestic financing. A

portion of these funds in turn was used to acquire assets

denominated in foreign currency or involved an outflow of

funds from Canada and thereby contributed to further

downward pressure on the exchange rate. The higher

interest rates impeded fixed capital formation and added

inflationary pressures.
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FOOTNOTES

Bank of Canada, Annual Report 1975r pp. 7 - 9.

Ibid., p. L2.

Ibid., p. 15.

W. R. lrihite, "Alternative Monetary Targets'and

Instruments in Canada: Criteria For Choice", Ottawa'

Bank of Canada, 19p (Mimeo), L978t footnote L7. Vühite

points out that upward movements in the prime lending

rate, typically, have tended to lag behind commercial

paper and other short term raÈes causing, âs rates

moved up, a shift in borrowing out of paper and into

bank loans leading the banks in turn to rely more

heavily on liability management to find funds.

5. Ibid., p. L2. üIhite points out: i) tight control

over monetary growth is not necessary to ensure

feedback responses conductive to income sLabilization;

ii) monetary agregates cannot be ranked in terms of

controllability but only in terms of the relative
position of the available trade-off curves between

precision of control over some chosen time period and

movements of control instruments.

6.

'l .

8.

Bank of Canada, Annual Report 1976r PP. 2L 22.

Bank of Canada, Annua1 Report 1975, p. 11.

Bank of Canada, Annua1 Report 1976' p. 2L
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26. Ibid.' p. 36. Due to the interest rate rises that
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be purchased without loss of interest, more time than

usual was taken in allocating these funds to new

investments.

27. Bank of Canada, Press Release September Ilt L9781

Op. Cit.

28. The excess reserve ratio and the level of

government deposits reflected fourth quarter

29.

30.

31.

32.

distortions arising from the postal strike and CSB

redemptions. However for the first nine months of the

year , the average excess reserve ratio \áras .0 39

compared to .036 in the sinilar period of the previous

year, and the average level of government deposits was

$4580.8 mitlion compared to $2851.5 nillion.

Bank of Canada, Annual Report 1978, p. 38.

Department of Finance, Economic Review_èPliL f979'

p. I00.

Bank of Canada, Annual Report 1978, p. 30.

Ibid., p. 30. Prior to the November L6, L978

budget which limited the favourable tax treatment, all

interest paid on income debent,ures and d,ividends paid

on term preferred shares were non-deductible expenses

in the computation of taxable income of a borrowing

company resident in Canada and were non-taxable in the

hands of a resídent recipient. As a consequence a

potential tax advantage could be realized if the

debtor had no taxable income or at least a lower
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